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ALBUaUERaUE EVENING CITIZEN
ALHUQUEHQUE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 10. lOOo.
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THE HOME OF A POOR MAW

DOUGHERTY HAD

Say That I Am Not a Millionaire; Multi or Any Oilier Kind
and Never Have Keen. If I Die Today, My Wealth Will he Mostly
Life Insurance."
Pres. McCall of X.
Life in his testimony.

I Will

Attached by the Sheriff.
Night in Prison Did
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New York Won Yesterday

But Philadelphia
Won Today.

Not Affect Him.
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Directorate, Where Valentine
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"SHADOW

Peoria, 111., Oct. 10. Newton C.
Dougherty's home, tbgether with everything of value belonging to him,
was attached by the sBeriff today. A
itory was current that Dougherty recently transferred J25.000 to each of
his sons and to his wire. Dougherty
was not visibly affected by a night In
jail.

LAWN," M'CALL'S PRINCELY HOME IN
NEW JERSEY,

New York, Oct. 10. Giving the Impression that he Is a poor man, John
A. McCall, president of the New York
Life, " nevertheless
lives in princely
style. The country homes of few of
the wealthiest men in the nation display no more regal splendor than Mr.
McCall's country place at West End,
N. J. There are European monarchs
who live In no such costly magnlfl-censSome Idea of President McCall's Impression of what a poor man
Is may be outlined by a desciiptlon of
his gorgeous summer castle by the
sea and his beautiful town house, situated where real estate Is computed

WILL PROBABLY
HAVE VINDICTIVE TRIAL.
Omaha, Neh Oct. 10. Pat Crowe
waa arraigned In the police court to-

CROWE

JOHN

in inches.

"Shadow Lawn" Is the queer name
of the McCall estate down on the Jersey coast. The towering white mansion with Its red tiled roof and green
blinds stands upon an eminence. From
the far countryside It appears more
like a big exposition building, or institution, than the home of one man,
his wife and two sons.
acres
The estate comprises thirty-si- x
of the finest land In that section of
New Jersey. Expeit landscape artists
have fashioned the soft green lawns,
winding avenues of packed gravel and
beveled brick, shrubbery, vines, trees
and blooming plants Into one vast garden of beauty fit to grace the home

e.

day and pleaded not guilty to the
charge of shooting Patrolman Jackson, with Intent to kill. After making hi9 appearance in court he was
taken back to Jail. A charge of highway robbery, In connection with the
Cudahy kidnapping,
will
be filed
against him.

No less than forty servants are employed at "Shadow Lawn." From
early June until October, the McCall
family make this their residence.
Nine men do nothing but work upon
the lawns and flowering shrubbery.
Two more devote their entire time
to packing the graveled drives, using
a steam roller for the work. There
are six men In the stable and the house
Is fairly overrun with servants of all
classes.
The interior of the mansion is a disappointment to
visitor, whose ex

GREAT NORTHERN

RAMSEY-GOUL- D

I

OF W. R. HEARST
VISITS ALBUQUERQUE

week later two years ago, Congressman W. R. Hearst bowled into
Albuquerque on a palatial train, accompanied by a party
the foremost
public men of the country. Mr. Hearst
had with him a corps of newspaper
writers, and he was booming statehood for the southwest territories. He
was received here while the twenty-thirterritorial fair was In progress.
Today the city Is hostess to the
mother of W. H. Hearst, Mis. P. A.
Hearst of San Francisco, who arrived
from Mexico in the private car El
Fleda, of the San Joaquin railway.
Mrs. Hearst is accompanied by a party
of friends and her nephew, Frederick
Clark. Other members of the .paity
are the Misses de Cistue. of Paris,
France, and Mesdames F. G.
M. J. McDonald and Frederick
Clark, and Mr. E. C. El
all of
San Francisco.
The party has been absent from
the Golden Gate City two weeks and
Mrs. Hearst visited her cattle Interests in the state of Chihuahua, Mexico. They are now homewaid bound,
and will stop at the Grand Canyon
while en route, leaving for the west
tonight.
A
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Largest in History of

Arrived Mostly in Special

OF THREE FINGERS

Late yesterday afternoon an Indian
from the Santo Domingo pueblo, was
the victim of a painful accldmt, which
resulted in the loss of throe fingers
on his right hand. The Indian was
with a loaded rifle cartridge which he had found while loafing around the Indian market on North
First street, and while hammering the
cartridge it suddenly exploded, with
the above results.
He was taken to the Indian school
by Superintendent Allen, where Dr.
Keck, the 6choot physician, found It
necessary to amputate three fingers
on the injured hand, as they were
frightfully lacerated. Tho Indian stood
the opeiation without a murmur and
was around town today. He thinks
the lesson was a very ucar one.

BANK

Oct. 10. The president, Mr. E. F. Swlnney, at the
delegates 'which New National theater, at 10 o'clock
tomorrow morning.
of welever came together to attend a con- come will be deliveredAddresses
by the Hon. B.
asof
Bankers'
vention
the American
F. McFarland, president of the boaid
sociation, is now assembled in this of commissioners of the District of
Columbia, Mr. John Joy Edson, presicity to iake part in the thirty-fiftannual convention of the association. dent of the Bankers' association of
It is not only the largest convention the District of Columbia, and a repreof its kind ever held In this country, sentative of the United States govbut is probably the most important, ernment, and President Swlnney will
as matters of great importance will respond. Then the president will debe considered
and decided by it. liver his annual address and the offNearly 4,000 bankers from all parts of icers or the association w:ill submit
the country have already arrived, and their annual reports.
In the afteinoon President Rooseseveral hundred are expected to arrive in the course of the day. The velt will give a reception to the deletreasury department and local bank- gates and their ladles at the White
ers have combined In making the most House. In the evening the delegates
elaborate pieparatlona for the recep and their ladles will be tendered a retlon and entertainment of the visit- ception by the trustees of the Coring bankers, and everything is In coran art gallery, and later in the
readiness for the convention, whlcn evening by Secretary of the Treasury
Leslie M. Shaw and Mrs. Shaw, at the
will hold its final session tomorrow.
Most of the bankers who arrived 'Arlington hotel. The entertainment
here today came in special trains and program of the convention includes
were received by committees of the visits to the various departments, pardepartment,
local bankers, which escorted them to ticularly the treasury
their respective hotels and to the which will be kept open for the in-- ;
headquatters of the convention, where spection of the bankers every afterthey registered
and received their noon until half past 4 o'clock In the
cards and badges. The rest of the day afternoon. There will be excursions
will be spent by the delegates
in to Mt. Vernon and Alexandria, Va.,
sightseeing
on
their own account. every day by trolley as well as by
general officers and boat. On Thursday and Friday afterThis evening-thmembers of the council of the associa- noons the delegates will be the guests
tion will be tendered a banquet at the .of the officers of the Eighteenth cav-alrNew Willard hotel.
and Third and Fourth batteries
The opening session of the conven- of artillery at special exhibition drills
tion will be called to order by the at Fort Meyer.
Washington, D. C,

largest number of

h

;
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CASHIER

4

X

Pacific's annual meeting today, James
II. Hyde was dropped from the board
of directors, and P. A. Valentine of
Chicago, was elected in his place. All
other members of the board were reelected.
MISPLACED SWITCH WRECKS
SANTA FE; NO ONE KILLED

FINAL FIGHT FOR

Newton, Kas.. Oct. 10 The forward
baggage and mail cars of the Santa
l'e's Atlantic Express, No. 8, east
bound, left the tracks three miles east
of here today, when running rapidly.
No one was killed but several trainmen were injured. The accident was
duo to a misplaced switch.

WABASH BEGAN THIS MORNING
Culmination of Long Series of Disagreements.
Ramsey Made General Manager Ten Years

WOOL MARKET STILL
VERY SATISFACTORY

Boston, Oct.

Ago and President Four Years Ago.

loss in

the

10

There has been no

wool market, with activity

reported by several large firms.
Favorable territory wool has had influence In hardening prices. The marNew York, Oct. 10. A new issue of
Toledo, Ohio, Oct. 10. The annual equally explicit In the declaration of ket is 'generally strong.
230,000 shares of Great Northern Railhis opposition.
way stock, to be offered stockholders meeting of the stockholders of the Wameeting
At the opening of
at par, was announced today In a cir- bash railroad began here this morn- Colonel Doyle, acting forthe
Ramsey, of- ICE" FAMINE FOUND.
cular signed by James J. Hill, presi- ing. The meeting will be of unusual fered objection to Gould's acting as
IN NORTHERN CITIES
dent of the company,
Importance, as it will practically de- presiding officer, on the ground that
ra- was
he
a
director
of
Missouri
cide
Ramthe
Joseph
between
battle
the
WITHOUT KNOWN CAUSE
clfic, a parallel line to the Wabash.
Lacrosse. Wis., Oct. 10. Gustavo
CASHIER TAKES OWN LIFE, sey, Jr., the suspended president of
He also offered objection to the three finch, secretary of Esch Bros. & Rabe,
Houston, Texas, Oct. 10. F. B, the Wabash railroad, and George J. inspectors
of election.
Chicago Ice dealers, waa in Lacross
Gray, cashier of the Commercial Na Gould, over
Ramsey, rising, said: "I also offer and endeavored to buy ice. He tele
the control of the railtional bank of this city, shot himself
obobjection as a stockholder." The
phoned seven cities and could not buy
twice with a revolver today, dying al road. Kallroad men and financial men jections were
spread on the record.
a fling. e cake. He Bald Chicago had a
He was about 40 in all parts of the country are lookmost Instantly.
The regular meeting was then ad supply that will last no longer than
yeais of age and was rated high in ing forward with great interest to the
by the six days.
banking circles. There is no plausible battle which will be fought out at the journed to permit a caucus
bondholders. Under the law, the bond.
Mr. Esch found the Ice famine in
reason for the act. The Commercial
holders have a right to choose six force at Davenport. Dubuque, Clinton
National bank 'is one of the strongest meeting between the supporters of directors
and the stockholders six, and McGregor, Iowa; St. Paul and Du- Ramsey and the stockholders
who
institutions in the state.
and then these twelve will choose the luth, Minn.; and Lacrosse and Buper
have sided with Mr. Gould.
Mr. Ramsey was elected vice pres- - thirteenth member,
lor, Wis.
RODEY CANDIDATE
ident and general manager of the Wa-- !
He was making a canvass of the en
Mr. Greer, or Gould's counsel, nom-basrailroad In 1895, and In 1901 was inated as directors for the bondhoVd-mad- tire west. Ice dealers here are Bell
FOR GOVERNORSHIP
president of the road, with the ers, E. T. Welles, Wlnslow S. Pierce, ing no ice to private people.
support of Mr. Gould, who had repeat- - W. B. Saunders, R. C. Clowry, Russell
Physical Beauty Contest.
A WASHINGTON
DISPATCH SAYS edly recognized the ability and en- Sage and R. M. Oalloway.
Ramsey. Since then dlf-- 1
New York, Oct. 10. The physical
Doyle for Ramsey, demand-ferance- s
Colonel
BEATEN AS NOMINEE FOR DEL- ergy of Mr.
sprang up between the two eA
culture exhibition under the direction
tne alrectors be chosen by
EGATE, MAY BE GOVERNOR.
principally owing to the fact jot that
Thl8 waa v(ted down an(1 tnp Be. of Bernard McFadden, the well known
lectlons were made by roll call. Ram-righ- physical culturlst, openeu at the MadWashington, D. that Mr. Gould, Ignoring the official
and preiogatlves of Mr. Ram-- 1 gejP demanded that a proxy be shown ison Square Garden.
ihe most InC. Oct. 10 Ber Bey signed
large contracts for
tel eating feature Is the physical beauty
eaCh name called. This
nard S. Rodey,
"u
luc UUBU " luw, consumed much time.
contest for the $1,000 beauty prize,
formerly territoroffered to the most perfectly formed
ial delegate for I'remueni.
11
were
that
Indication
o'clock
at
Mr. Ramsey, dissatisfied with the
About twenty-fivNew Mexico,
Is
con- woman and man.
checking
proxies
would
of
the
men and women, representing various
said to be slated policy of Sir. Gould, protested against sume nearly the entire day.
entered
by the president his action, and at the same time reAt the noon recess the meeting sections of the country,an are
his position as president of
interesting
exhibition
and
for
the
for governor of signed
of
lasting
every
showed
Indication
Wabash-PittsburTerminal railtime is expected. Among the most
the territnrv Tin the
until Wednesday.
prominent rivals for the beauty prize
expected to be
as delegate, way.
In the early pait of the summer the
are Miss A. Trenory of Chicago, Mlsa
but he was beaten for the nomination
Mississippi.
Upper
Improving
the
Emily Newkork of California, Mlsa
by William H. Andiews, better known directors of the railroad held a meethe
fourth Stlrason of Boston, and Captain Pet-tet- e
La Crosse, Wis., Oct.
leave of
as "Bull" Andrews, a former hench- ing and granted Mr. Ramsey
Misannual convention of the Upper
of Chicago.
man of Senator Matthew Quay, of absence until October 1. It Is gener- sissippi
Improvement
association
ally believed that it was at Mr. Goulu
Pennsylvania.
atdemand, that the directors held an- opened here today with a large
other meeting the week before the tendance fiom the states of Minne- SHIPPING RECORDS
Women's Parliament Meets.
Iowa and Illinois.
Los Angtlus, Cal., Oct. 10. The first of October, and, granted an In- sota, Wisconsin,
WILL BE BROKEN
Women's Parliament opens its two definite extension of Mr. Ramsey's Nearly every town between St. Louis
days' session here today. A large leave of absence, which p;actically and Minneapolis Is represented. The
governors of Wisconsin, Iowa, Minne
Ishperaing, Mich., Oct. 10. Ore shipnumber of delegates from all parts of meant his removal as p. evident.
Mr. Ramsey was
present at thn sota and Illinois are expected to at ping records in the Ishpemlng and
the country aie in attendance and an
Interesting session Is expected. Mat- meeting nnd protested ai?ainst the ac - tend and to deliver addresses on the Negaunee fields will be broken this
ters relating to woman suffrage, as tlon of the directors. The ma.tter was needs of Improvement in the sections season.
Ever since the opening of
well as
arious reforms In which 'then laid over, to be decided by the 'of the river in which their respective navigation ore has been rushed to" the
In the states are specially Interested.
Marquette and Escanaha docks, and
women are interested, will be consid- meeting of the stockholders.
meantime, Mr. Ramsey issued a cirfrom fifteen to eighteen switching
ered l.y the parliamtrt.
cular to the stockholders explaining
Indians In National Convention.
crews have been kept busy in the
his position In the matter, defending! North Yakima, Wash., Oct. 10. The yards.
Will Recommend Separation.
At Negaunee, the Breit ting. Hematite
North Adams, Mass., Oct. 10. The his course against Mr. Gould, and ask- first national convention of representannual convention of the Springfield ing the stockholders to give him the atives of the various Indian tribes of mine is being unwateted preliminary
Diocesan Temperance union opened proxies of their stock. Although many United States convened here yester- to resuming work. The property has
here this morning with a lar.vj attend- of the smaller stockholder responded day. All the tribes of Washington, been idle over a year. The old Riverance. The convention will last two to Mr. Ramsey's appeal, it Is believed Idaho, Oregon, Wyoming, Montana side mine is being freed of water by
days, and is of special importance, as In financial and railroad circles 'that and Utah, and many tribes of the mid- a pool of Fort Wayne and Chicago
the proposition to separate the Wom- Mr. Gould will hold proxies for an dle, eastern and soutlrern states, are men. The mine Is 4O0 feet deep and
en's auxiliary from the main body of overwhelming number of the shares, represented In the convention. Cap- Is very wet. It has not been operated
will practically control the meet- tain Aneas of
of
the organization will come up for con- and
the Yakima tribe is pre- for years. In case a good showing
ore is made as a result of exporatory
sideration anil deiiniio action. It Is ing.
siding
Spencer
Lancaster
the
of
and
That will naturally mean the defeat same tribe, Is acting as secretary. The work to be undertaken. It is underconsidered certain that the separation
will be voted, as It has been strongly of Mr. Ramsey and the severance of object of the convention is to organ- stood that Oglebay, Norton & comreconuiK nded by the committee which his connection with the Wabash rail- ize a national association for discuss- pany have agreed to take over the
had been appointed by the last con- road. It Is believed by some that Mr. ing questions of vital Interest to the mine.
Ramsey will not let the matter rest, Indians. After
Other Idlo mines being reopened
vention to consider the matter.
the convention the deleven in that case, but will appeal to egates
will be entertained with a big are the Iron belt, Gogebic range, and
the courts, although his position Is "potlach" and other special features. tho Armenia, at Crystal Falls. There
considered hopeless.
Is a scarcity of labor In 'the Crystal
The election Is to continue from 9
Falls district that Is being keenly
Money
Market.
New
York
until noon. Of seven directors
. o'clock
felt.
present. Including George J. Gould,
New York, Oct. 10. Money on call,
pslme mercantile
all except Joseph Ramsey, Jr., were 4Vi'ft5 per cent;
outspoken in the purpose to support paper, 4, (f7 per cent. Bar silver, DOCKS IN PROCESS
AND
Jould In everything.
Ramsey was 61ic.
OF CONSTRUCTION
KILLS
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MUTUAL LIFE CORRUPTION DEEP
AS THAT OF NEW YORK
New York, Oct. 10.
l. i'e

vice president

cu:

Iiisurf-nc-

Walter R.
'bo Mu'ual

e,

ot

Miv,

:;'ifie!

be-

LIFE

manding "Liberty or death." The day
is generally observed as a holiday all
through Cuba, and patriotic celebra-jtion- s
are being held In every town
land village. In this city there will be
speclaj exercises In the afternoon and
a memorial performance at the National theater, in the evening, with
speeches and music.

fore the insurance investigating committee today that the Mutual company contributed $40,ohu to the republican national campaign fund in l!ii4.
View President Gillette also s'ated
that the Mutual company contributed
$:if,Ouo to the republican committee
it
in
and $15,0"0 in 18HU. He justi- JERRY SIMPSON SHOWS
fied these contributions on the same
SIGNS OF IMPROVEMENT.
ground as President McCall of the
Wichita,
Kan., Oct. 10.
New York Life company, saying that gressman
Jerry Simpson shows a
the St. Louis platform of the demo- 'blight improvement
this morning.
cratic party and the freo silver issue
were a menace to the pulley holders. JAPAN LOSES BY DEATH
Gillette said he authorized these ex- j
HER NAVAL INSPECTOR.
penditures after consultation with the
Toklo, Oct. T". Admiral A. Saso,
president, the other vice presidents
and some members of the board of inspector general of naval construtrustees of the Mutual company. The ction, is dead. His demise Is deeply la-- !
campaign contribution, he said, came mented in naval circles as a heavy
from the fund controlled by the com- loss to the nation.
mittee on expenditures.
Mr Gillette further testified that
the Mutual company paid $72,801 last
year for luncheons for its clerical
force in this city. This was at the
a day.
rate of almost
From the testimony elicited today,
IN
appears
it
that there is no limit to the
money which the Mutual's committee on expenditures may authorize to
be paid out. General Solicitor GiUmlsviile, Ky., Oct. 10. Over fifllette admitted that he could get
teen hundred delegates regresenting
whenever he pleased, without dis- the various agricultural, commercial
closing the purpose for which It was and Industrial organizations of the
to be used.
state are assembled here to attend the
The Mutual's legal expenses In 1!nt State Development convention which
.T'.i.OnO,
New
were f
will hold Its first. Informal meeting
while those of the
York Life were tlVL'iOii, and those of at the Gait House this afternoon.
Governor Beckham will preside over
the Kqultable $i'0 4.nno. The Mutual's
expenses in 1 2 were I5.47R.M&. In the opening session and Judge A. S.
$11,721.33.
l'.io3.
and In 1W4, they Berry will deliver the opening address. The opening session will be
were $"7,l!H.&3i).
brief and informal. In the evening
Cuban Independence Day.
the delegates will be entrtained at a
Havana. Cuba, Oct. 10. Today isTITe smoker given by the Commercial Club
thirty-sixtanniversary of the begin- at the Gait House. It wi.l be precedning of the first Cuban revolution, ed by a vaudeville performance.
The first business meeting will be
which dates from October 10. 1SCS,
when Cespedes Agramonte at Yara, is- hell tomorrow morning, when many
de- - o! the prominent delegates
will de- sued the famous pi oclaniation,
j

FOR BOOMING BLUEGRASS

i--

AGRICULTURE

$LTi,-On-

Interest in Southern Agriculture.
Richmond, Va., Oct. 10. The annual meeting of the Association of
Commissioners of Ag;ieulture of the
southern states met here today, with
atout 150 members In attendance. The
meeting was called to order by Commissioner G. W. Kohler of this state,
the president of the organization.
Among those present are several fidelities connected with the department
of agriculture, and they will deliver
several interesting add. esses before
the meetings. Owing to the prevalence of yellow fever in some parts
of the south, several of the BotHhern
coast states are not represented in the
meeting.

Trains-Presid- ent

Roosevelt Receives Them.

San-bour-

INDIAN SUFFERS LOSS

Shares Offered at Par
to Stockholders.

0

ALL DIRECTORS BUT HYDE
BY UNION PACIFIC
Salt, Lake, Oct. 10. At the Union

Two Hundred Fifty Thousand

Thousand

Association-Fo- ur

New York

y

d

ISSUES STOCK

ASSEMBLED IN WASHINGTON, D. C.

New York, Oct. 10. Fully 33,000
people were present
at the pol
grounds fully half an hour before ta
stcond ball game in the world's championship game began. The batteries
today were:
New York, McGlnnlty
and Bresnahan; Philadelphia, Bender
was tn
Following
and Schreck.
K. H. E.
score:
3 6 2
Philadelphia

$150,000 STABLE.

THE FOUNTAIN AT M'CALL'S
HOUSE.
pectancy for quiet elegance Is aroused canter, though, of course, we never
by a supposition that there must be know when we aie going to be called
some relief for the gaudy exterior. upon for a carriage, trap or victoria,
The color scheme Is dark green and so we keep them all."
oak. No special Individual taste Is
The stable floor Is of polished rose
displayed In the furnishings, which wood.
It. glistens like a mirror. There
appear more like the handiwork of
nro heavy rubber mats for man and
professional furnisher.
beast to tred upon, and the rubber
In the stable there are fo be found tired vehicles are run upon canvas
no less than twenty vehicles, and Su- strips.
perintendent Murray says that Mr. McThe McCall town house at No. 54,
Call usually keeps from nine to twelve West Seventy-seconstreet, la a four-storhorses.
and basement brown stone. It
McCall
"Mr.
prefers automobiles, contains decorations much more beau
and we keep three," said Murray, su- tiful than those at "Shadow
perintendent
of the estate.
"The This section of the city is settled by
horses are used principally when Mr. millionaires who have recently come
McCall or his sons want to take a Into their wealth.

ANOTHER ASSAULT CASE
Th time of the district court was
occupied today with the case of the
territory vs. Faustin Lobato, charged
with a deadly assault upon one Garcia. The assault was committed more
than a year ago. According to the
testimony introduced on both sides,
Lobato and Garcia became engaged
In a row because some one hail left
open a flood gate In an acequla. Vile
words exchanged on both sides soon
lead to blows with the result that
Gajcia was worsted In the fight.
In order to get even he had Lobato
arrested and he was indicted bv the
grand Jury at the April term upon the
charge of assault with a deadly wea
pon. Attorney Felix Baca Is defending
Lobato and Is seeking his acquittal
on the grounds of self defense. Garcia was not badly Injured in the scrap.
It la expected that the case will go
to the Jury this afternoon and a verdict returned by this evening.
Gutierrez Found Not Guilty,
Late yesterday afternoon the case
of the territory vs. Ignacio Gutierrez,
charged with a deadly assault upon
the person of Pollcarpio Armijo, was
given to the jury. It took that body
but a very few minutes to reach a
verdict, which was returned In favor
of the defendant, acquitting him of
t
the charge.

A. M'CALL'S

iof any king.
It Is said that the place cost
The stable alone cost $150,-00-

AMERICAN BANKERS' ASSOCIATION

COURT BUSY HEARING

MOTHER

X

A WRECK

BOY

P.

STATE

COMMERCE

l'.er addresses.

Among the speakers
who will address the convention during the three days of its session, are
Joseph E. Wing, of Mechaicsburg, the
alfalfa specialist; A.bert Pehuis, of

the Manufacturers'
Record, Baltimore; P. G. Holdeu, f Redoak, Iowa;
a corn expert; Edward A. Braiilff. of
the United States bureau of forestry;
J. W. Cammack, chairman of the committee of the Kentucky general assembly on th rei.-icof the tax laws
and many others.
trolley
In the afternoon
and automobile excursions will be on the program.
The great banquet will be given on
the evening of the first day. Prominent speakers from a.l parts of the
state will address the delegates.
m

DECISION ON WOOL TARIFF BY
BOARD OF GENERAL APPRAISERS
New York, Oct. 10.

A decision of
inImportance to Importers,
volving Chinese and Sechueri wool,
was rendeied yesterday by the board
of general appraisers In the case of
Robert Crooks A company.
The board decided In favor of the
importers, who had protected against
the assessment of a duty ef seven
cents a pound, and claimed It was

great

dutiable only at futir cents. According to the law, all such wool valued
at over twelve cents a pound is dutiable
and all valued at
or under twelve cents is dutiable at
four cents.
The appraisers assorted that the
wool la question had been aititrarlly
valued at Just over twelve cents in
order to take advantage of thw higher
duty.
fctven-elgh'h-

Escanaha, Mich., Oct. 10. Dredging
is in progress for the new ore dock to
be elected bv the C. M. & St. P. rail

road at North Escanaba. The length
of the structure will bo 1,450 feet, Its
height "0 feet and the approach .400
feet.
Except for the dredging all the
work will be done by the company Itself. At Marquette the construction
of the 1., S. S. & A. railroad's new
dock has begun. This structure will
be 1,300 feet loug. TO feet 8 inches lu
height, and will contain 2i0 pockets,
each of a capacity of UjO tons. With
the exception of two of the great
Northern docks at Superior. Wis., this
will be the greatest height lu oio dock,
construction ou the lakes.
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TWO SENSATIONS

FROM TRINIDAD

gold-coppe-

Strange Transition in the Life
of a Trinidad Wowan, Once
a Court Favorite.

Ga-pa-

WOMAN

MASQUERADED

A speclai

dispatch

AS

A

MAN

from Trinidad

dated October 8, says:
From the position of a favorite in
court circ.es In Europe to a cell in the
Trinidad Jail, where she was placed
on a charge' of having stolen goods in
her possession, is the strange transition of Mrs. Anny Sluffer, who has

-

.

-

been known for many years In Trinidad aa "Annie Rooney."
The woman has lived for years in a
small shack on the north side of the
city. Many complaints were made to
tho police recently, charging her with
stealing goods. When the officers
searched the shack they found a quantity of clothing, silverware and many
other articles which, it is believed,
were stolen from the stores of the
city.
The woman at one time was the
wife of an English army officer who
wa killed in India. For several years
, after coming to Trinidad she received
a small pension from the British government, but this was cut off gome
time ago. The woman is addicted to
liquor and drugs and has been in po
.
I
nce court irequeniiy.
RAILWAY
AND
OIL,
Mrs. Sluffer is a finely educated wo
man and still shows traces of her for
PEOPLE
FOR LAST
mer beauty and refinement. She de
clared today when arrested that she
did not care what became of her as
There is a fight on
the
lier life has been a failure ever since Union Pacific railroad andbetween
the Standher English husband was killed.
ard Oil company In Sallna, and it remains to be seen If the Harrlman inFeels Strange in Female Garb.
terests have greater Influence than
Another special from Trinidad, also John D. Rockefeller.
At a recent meeting of the city coundated October 8, tells of a woman who
masqueraded as a man for nearly for- cil C. H. Uronson appeared on behalf
ty years. The article says:
of the Standard Oil company, and
Miss Vaubaugh, the woman who stated that there was no opening over
masqueraded as a man for thirty-fivthe Union Pacific tracks from Santa
years, received many callers today at Fe to Ohio street.
He stated that when the council
the Catholic Sisters' hospital, where
she is staying. Miss Vaubaugh con- closed certain streets across the Un
versed freely with everyone and seem- ion Pacific tracks the Standard Oil
ed greatly surprised that the discov- company was asked to "move out" by
ery of her deception should cause the lailroad company.
such widespread interest, adding that
in order to Induce the Standard to
she had nearly forgotten that she ever move its tanks, wagons, plant and good
was a woman.
will. the. railroad offered the comuanv
For the first time she gave her right a desirable location, but Mr. Uronson
name, which is Katherine. She walks says that It will cost his company $2.- awkwardly in female attire and it un- 000 to move the plant. This the Stand
able to dress herself without assist- ard on desires the Union Pacific to
ance. The sisters, who had been ac- pay, out when the request was for
customed to addressing her as "grand- warded to the railroad office! a thev
pa" find It very difficult to call her declared that they were "hard up" and
Christian name, and frequently speak uiu not nave tne money to spend in
of her as "him." The woman dec, ares that reckless manner.
that she will never again don male atJhe Union Pacific coniniencpii tho
tire.
mniciing or a coal chute recently.
When she came to the hospital three among others Improvements In Sal Ink,
months ago her worldly effects con- - and the coal shute Is to be erected
sisted of a pair of overalls and jump- - directly over the street where the
er, hat and shoes. What became of Standard Oil has found egress from its
the money she earned during the plant.
thirty-fivyears as a man Is her own! A coal chute and a
Oil
secret aud she is very reticent on the tank wagon cannot very Stalaid
well occupy
subject. The sisters at the hospital; a street at the same time, and the
watched her very closely for a few Standard Oil knows it. Therefore In
days after her sex was discovered. his little talk to the city council Mr.
fearing that she would again put on Uronson asked that ilieioa.l li . run!
male attire and leave the hospital. peiie.t ro make, and kt-an opening
Miss Vaubaugh seems to be resigned across its tracks
Tin- Standard Oil is not
to her fate and will end her days with
alone in this
request, either. Sewru! fanners have
the sisters.
She says that she is now S4 years joined the Standard in the request, de-- :
of age and Is too old to again go out
that it would lie 1,,
to keep
In the world.
'he openinU co.-.-- , ,1;,, tracks at this
street a.s ii wunM iicccimniodato
latu'- num!-FROM THE MEADOW CITY
of fanners.
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Dental 8urgeen.
Rooms IS and 16 Grant block, over
the Oolden Rule Dry Ooods Company. ej
Both phones. Appointments made by
D. D. S.
KailroHd avenue
Office hour
;so a. m. to 12:30 p. m. ; lino p. in. to
p. m. Telppkone
Appointments made
or mall.
4CKS.

LAWYERS.

Bernard 8. Rodey.
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N. M.
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THE OLD BULLOCH HOMESTEAD,.

9

PRESIDENT'S

MOTHER

4

s

Dobson.

E. W

4, 4.

Atlanta, (la., Oct. 10. President
Roosevelt will visit the home of bis
mother, at Kosweii, a suiiuru or At
lanta, this month, as he comes to this
ity the guest of the Atlanta Fair as- special
social ion.
The president's
train will be switched over a branch
line to within a few miles of the old
homcstead, to which place carriages
will be taken.
Here the reception
committee from Atlanta will meet

well block, Albn

M
lerque.
John H. Stingie.
ATTORNEY-AT-W, Bulte 18, N.
Armljo building. Albuquerque. N. M

THE

F. W. Spencer and V. O.

EXTENDS TO

COMMERCE

him.

.

,ju

"0TVERV
CAPITAL,

.

'

..

..

; A iC'

.C.v.

engineering, surveying and
211 Railroad avenue.
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.

C- -

Civil

BALDRIDGE

sfc.wiiwi
M.

A.

DEPOSITORY

A. L. Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER Estimates cheerfully
furnished; job work sollrted. Automatic
phnne 724: shop 911 North Second street,

lii.. oc..piis

i

11 '

.

111

ii.

LUlin

AND

c-a- h.f

O. E. CROMWELL-

-

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A 8ANTA
FE RAILWAY

FIRST NATIONAL

Albuquerque, N. M.

Asst.

btORGE iOiiftT

BLACKWELL

drafting.

PHYSICIANS.

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

C. H. Cenner, M. D., D. O.

Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteopathy.
successfully
All
diseases
Offllce
treated.
Barnett building.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both telephones. Sundays by appointment.
VETERINARY.
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.
Veterinary surgeon and dentist.
Horses, cattle and hogs treated by
the latest, up to date, approved, scientific methods. O'sce at Trimble's
stahles. Old 'phone, 3: auto., 122.
FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and PenmanEngship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
lish, Spanish and Mechanical Drawing.
DAY AND

EVENING SESSION.
For particulars call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
Library building, East Railroad ave-

Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS

President

FRANK McKEE

KPJJa:-

Cashier

Assistant Cashier

-

H. F. RAYNOLDS

Director

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

2
o

&

1500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

The State National

0

Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE

nue.

ASSAYERS.
CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

CORBET & COLLINS,
Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M

rxxzxj

California

$100,000.00
$260,000.00

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

cxzxxxxxxx

O. N. MARRON,

President.
J. B. HERNDON. Cashier.

$25

1

5 lo Oct. 3

1

1

rr

11

What's

0

D. A. McPHERSON. Vice President.
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

0
5

1

The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.
0
0

it u i

t
the use of a helper

ri
if

When you want any mill work done.
We don't keep you waiting. We get
out your work promptly. Our motto:
"No work, no pay we all work."
Notice.
United Sta'es l and Office, Santa Fe,
X. M., Sept. 27, i:i05.
Notice is hereby given that the following township plats will be on file
in this office November 13, 1905, viz:
Township 7 north, range 8 east.
Township 4 north, range 9 east.
Township 5 north, range 8 east.
On and after above date we will he
ready to receive applications for entries In said townships.
MANUKI, R. OTKRO, Register.
FRED MILLER. Receiver.
Faith Not Necessary.
You may be just as skeptical and pes
sadistic as you please. Kodol will
digest what you eat whether you eat
or not. You can put your food in a
bowl, pour a little Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure on it Hn,l It will digest it the
same ns it will In your stomach. It
can't help but euie Indigestion and Dyspepsia. It Is curing hundreds and
thousand
some had faith and some
didn't. Kofl d w ill cure you If medicine can cure you, whether you have
fa th In it or not. Sold by all drug-

J.tf.-p'-

""CCOMODAT.ON

SOLOMON LUNA, President:
V. P. and Caahier; W. J. Johnson.

W. 8. STRICKLER,

I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe. Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies.
Storer Gasoline Engines.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
Colo. 'Phnno 551.
A
v
' --

0

..s

0

"OLD RELIABLE"

---

ESTABLISHED 1878

D.

--

iMll,

M.

N.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

D. F. MACROLLING,

Bulloch

LOOKS TODAY

ALCUQUEROUE.

48-4-

ING MILL

HOW MRS. CHADWICK

OF

$150,000.00

,

Walling-ford-

rooms
Barnett building.
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.

OF

BAHK

ARCHITECTS.

isn't willing? Willingness Is
homestead was a he
an ample mantle which will a - f
,
,)V F p Bulloch, father
most cover all the sins of serv- ice. But a classified advertise-of Mat ha Bulloch, the president's
raent in The Evening Citizen la a V
mother. She was raised In Roswell, a
willing helper that Is not only
small town of 1.200, located on the a ahsoultely competent,
but also is V
Chat tolinm-hirivtr, and known for its
a willing worker. It works all
cotton nulls. When a girl Mrs. Roose- the time for you. It Is the best
volt was the belle of the town, and
'
and most economical publicity in
when in December, IS.'ii, she became
the world.
f
Mrs. Roosevelt, tho whole town turned
out to see her off.
GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE PLANThe old

x

WITH AMPLE MEAN8
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Urotn-N- .

Office

ATTORNET-AT-LAj

WAS MARRIED.

Adi.-laid-

t

x

WILLING HELPERS

tU-li-

mntl

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

n

.u
?ftl

W H E II E

$100,000

4

fe

zxxxixxyxxxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxx

-

D

k..

Stopovers allowed In California. For particulars, call
on any agent.
H. S. LUTZ,
J. J. BYRNE,
Agent.
G. P. A., Los Angeles, Cal.

where
In the matter of the Las
railroads were f.hthin
i i.,ii a
grant. i'Uvio Baca has been cited to
Oil
and
the
farmers
loinin.were
uiu.
appear before the district court on'
tin; railroads.
the 21st in.-t-.,
to show cause why he. Rockefeller to l l
e
i s ( 111) ml
ill
e f if
.
Should .,t l.e nnkl,i.,l tnr
v
ii win inuh.i an
..
""in.
viiiifuii,, UH I n
"i..
..oii
tTAIIIg
UlllJ
llln
hold and control certain parts of said land :cport on the matter to the conngiant by fencing and otherwise, retain- cil. Topeka Journal.
ing said laud.
FELT THE NEED GREATLY
Suit has been brought Is tho Mora
FOR MORE ROOM.
county court by Cruz Mares for a diA. J. Cloosin, car inspector of the E.
vorce from
Romero do Mares P. At S. W took a lay off Sept. Ut,
on the gioimil of desertion.
and lolirnevetl eastunril as far us l!i,f- rlii' I loiiuln rtv .V rcantile Curananv- tui.i ...., vi.,.ir.
ia.iic piijnu .i,
linn ..uiuiq in,,.,,
in,; n
,,:ivo
in
attachment
in
K caphic.
'ht n"t
He spent two weeks at
'Lafayette, Iml., and reports the coun
try he visited a.s very prosperous, the
corn crop being the. heaviest on
I
LIKE A CHANGE?
noted improvement, growth and
progress every wheie,. in both town and
country. He. greatly enjoyed his vacaTRY
tion, and is glad to return to home
ami his tint ies
Compared with this locality, the
i
Grape-Nutcountry se. m, i crowded, and it was
difficult to inhale a s coin! hand atmosphere, that had been wrestled with
by a hundred people before it was his
The Scientific Food.
turn to get oii'side of it. l'nre air.
ttiat baa never been Inhaled, is one of
The famous "freiuied woman" of Cleveland,
our lilo imparting advantages In the
Rcaiy (or instant xrving.
great southwest.
Mr. Clossln, like Jail in that city. Her appeal against her convicts,
visitors returning from the east,
Ntw flavor and very fttchirjj. jo'licr
lis satistied with this part 'f Unci? ter has Just been beard in tho United Stau s
Sam's In. rilage.
will be reiideied in November.
1

Capital and Surplus

F"

32

i.
copyrlghta,

t

'

i,rf,,.i.,

Street. N
alone, lande,
patenta,
carlata, letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque.
N. M. Office, First, national Bank build-iATTORN

4

M. Bond.

ira

W., Washington,

.3

e

r

Albuquerque

W.

attcn.lon givrn to all
to the profession.
In ai! courts of the territory and before the United States lari
buKln"
Will practice

Sept.
--

Co.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

4

Second Class Colonist Rates

j

Tills is
" ""' niMorv
Vegas the

306

$25

e

AND ITS ENVIRONS.

tun una j. Alger,

No.

Trst

Montetima

mall

TO VISIT

MOTHER'S OLD HOME

BANK INSTITUTIONS

DR. J. E. KRAFT.

ill

HlaiKaa aaaaM ka lartiaaaia to

I

10. 1905.

CARDS

DENTiafS

I

V
10C

)nl!y by Carrier, 60c per month

an ajai

PROFESSIONAL

'

ama jraar

tAwtUil IttM

dad Sandoval to recover 1700 obtained
by the defendant In goods and merchandise.
Hllario Martinez and Margarlto Oar-r- l
of Tocolote have been granted license to become on? flofh.
Julian Aragon of Anton Chlco, died
at. hi home there, at the age of sevThe outlook for a profitable mining Iron, copper,
and zinc. In part
enty five. Deceased was one of tho Industry In the Philippine
complex snui'mg ores, and in part
Is
Islands
oldest residents of this county and
suitable for milling and cyanldatlon or
had served as one of Undo Sam's sol- more hopeful today than It has been ehlorlnatlon. The placers have yieldany
at
time since the American occu- ed Important amounts of gold In tho
diers In the War of the Rebellion.
pation, according to a brief leport past, some of (lie nugggets being unCARNIVAL THIS WEEK
In Marluto, near the
AT ROSWELL CITY. written by Mr. II. I). MeCaskey, chief usually la:t".
Bureau, Philippine town of Aroroy. In tlio northern part
Everything- is on the move for the of tho Mining
more or less work has
carnival. October 11 and 12. A stage Islands, and published as an extract of the Island,n:.on
('.1 or more claims,
been done
70x30 feet, with stage lights, on tho from the annual volume
of tho United principally of free milling gold ores
lot between the Shelby hotel and Morsurvey, entitled In quartz, and upon L'O or more gold
rison's, on Main street, has been built, States Geological
placer claim; m the l.anan and Guln- and tho liveliest program that was "Mineral Resources of the United nlibTnn
.1
..I
T'ldfrnnfii-.I...
'
ever put on here, is now completely States, 1904.
Mining development Is ores of him, grade have also been
arranged. Everybody lias gone In for now carried on in the provinces
of found here, but little attention has
a good time, and tho expenses have I.cpanto-Bontoc- ,
lienguet, Pangasnan, ,)ff,ri given to them up to the present
been allowed to lake care of them
selves
just so everything comes up Nueva Eclja, Hulacan, Itiznl, Datangas, time.
Copper Deposits.
to the mark, that's all. The program Tayabas, Cnmarincs, Albay. Masbate.
The. old Spanish working have tin
is of tho comic opera styje. Spectac- Cehu and Mindanao, and prospecting
covered lari bodies of high grade
ular effect will be great, as elegant is being done In almost every Island copper
oro In I.epanto. In the district
and province of tho archipelago.
costumes have been imported.
of Mancayan. About 40 claims have
Cold and Silver.
been located here by Americans who
Gold and silver have been found In plan systematic exploration
NEW WAY FOR ONE TO
Luzon and Visayas. In Suyoc. just the province of Ilatangas work. In
wotk has
GET PUBLIC LANDS south of Mancayan, I.epanto, impor- been done in the l.abo mountains on
tant prospects are being developed by a group of claims containing copper
American miners at the present time.
Many ami various are the methods Gold and copper ores both occur here. carnonate ores with a trace of gold.
Presence of Platinum.
that have been employed In securing In Benguet Important development
Platinum has been discovered in
titlo to government land by both small work has been done, particularly in small
quantity
in the placer sands
and largo land grabbers. The motto tne district of Antamok.
Tho ore frvin mni
of the land thieves everywhere seems uviiivB uiu oii.iieuuy wry extensive. 'if.. Av.m,
rOrt
to have been: "Get government land and It Is known that much of the ore
, Duiacan ,n tneOres
mountains east of
honestly if you can; hut get tho land."
through !,lle towns of San Miguel do Mayumo
Kra.l-- P
VBI-- y "
So diverse and crooked iave been the" the ,u , fTi
per ton
ways of the land giabbers that it prob gold, the most important, pay streaksInland Angat, Important deposits of rich
ably never will be known just how now worked averaging over 12 per hematite and magnetite have been
and worked bv native in
tliey acquired some of the land they ton. Much of the ore so far uncovered known way
for over a century. Some
now hold In the western public land is free milling. In the Bataan district small
them aie fully up to Bessemer
states. Since the investigation of the the Philippine Gold mining, power of
Correspondence Is now In proland frauds began many land grabbing and Development company has opened grade.
gress
schemes have come to light and have a number of dtlfts. but has not vet ing to with Iron works of Japan lookthe profitable shipment of these
been made public through the press. succeeded in getting Its
mill
The latest scheme for qualifying gov- upon tne ground. In the Bued river ores.
Coal Is There.
ernment homesteaders is reported district, Messrs. Hanson and Meade
Excellent coal, suitable for steamer
from the McCook land district In Ne- has uncovered a rich
r
lead, use. Is found ih Albay province, in
braska.
upon which a
mill will be
An ' enterprising" father of a fam ercted at once. In this district also Batan Island. In Cebu aro Important
deposits of steaming coal, and two
ily, having himself acquired title to a are outcrops of lead, iron, copper
known deposits of lead ores. These
piece of goveinment land, conceived zinc sulphides, carrying $20 to and
the coals have been proved by practical
an original method of securing more ton In gold.
In Pangaslnan, in the
in steamships
in Philippine
of the land for the family, i Hla foothills of the northern Zlmbales tests
to do very well.
scheme consisted c' having his older range, near Salasa, a number of claims waters
I
Prospects
of Petroleum.
children adopt his younger, thus mak have been recorded and worked. The
Pcttroleum Is reported In Tayabas
Ing them heads of families, and eli- ores here are copper carbonates and
province,
no
but
wells have yet been
gible to make homestead entries. An sulphlres. In Nueva Eclja, near
driven to prospect this field thorboy adopted his
and Penyaranda, on the Rio
brother, and the younger boy in turn Chico and elsewhere, extensive depos- oughly.
Limestone for Cement.
adopted his
sister. In due its of placer gold have been known
At Binangonan occurs a limestone
course of time title to three pieces of for many years. No veins are yet re- which
is
shown by analysis to be suitgovernment lann was noicl in the ram-ily- . ported, Mint prospecting in the placer
In a contest a judge decided the ground Is being actively prosecuted at able for making cement. As there is
clay in the vicinity and good
boy could not adopt hlB the present time. In Camarines prov- available
water transportation to Manila, cap
young sister, and tht youthful home- ince the Spanish concessions
upon the italists are, considering the election
steader was thrown out of the prop- extensive gold deposits In the districts here
cf a modern rotary kiln cement
.
.
.
.
erty he had taken. The elder boy's ..p un..ni
Jie ami .uammnao nave been plant, to cost not less than $225,000
claim has not .vet been contested.
mrgeiy relocated Uy the American
These- facts and manv more are
The discovery of this "novel and mining man under the present
briefly but Interestingly set forth In
original" scheme for homesteadlng has and some work has been done Inlaws,
the Mr. McCackev's report, which Is
led the Secretary of (Tie ' Interior to
of abandoned shafts and In able to all who address a request for
order a general investigation of home- preparation for
de- - it to the Director of the United States
stead entrios in Nebraska, Kansas and velopment. The ores are sulphides of Geological
Suivey. Washington, D. C.
Oklahoma. No doubt these investigations will bring to light the fact that
"there are others," besides this one
"original" case in Nebraska.
How much longer will representatives and senators from the public
land states contend that "there have
been no land frauds in my state?"
And how much longer will congress
delay the repeal of the land laws that
that have been the means of coneelv-- .
ing, lostering and developing land I
irauus irom tne most common to the
latest "most novel" kind? Maxwells
Talisman.
.

SUBSCRIPTION!

TUESDAY, OCT.

Trini-

RUTNEY

WHOLESALE

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE. N.

ML

n

CEMENT SIDEWALKS

We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first class

material and employ competent workmen, which Justifies us In giving you a positive guarantee. Our prices will compare favorably
with responsible competition.

Laughlin Hydraulic Stone Company
AUTOM ATIC PHONE 711.

KJOOOOCXXXXXX)OOOOCOOOOUOC

WE

HAVE HIT THE

MARK

With our new rates
on residence
lighting.
See the Light Man
FOURTH

AM)

GOLD

AVE.

gist.

rec-'or-

OCXXXDCOOCOCXX)CXDCOCOOOOOC

KiiCami

KILL the COUCH
WITH

s

TWTffirmTr

CURE the LUNGS

AND

--

linriwif yiiTrnrnn

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

Dr. King's

SANTA

SI

FE, N.

M.

iitnv if i(innifrtii!
0NSUMPTI0N

I

..

OUGHS
OLDS

Is bf'.i in the county
;
a sentence of last win-a- t
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He releft
days,
and
or
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threo
mained
SYSTEM. Tuesday morning very mysteriously
on No. 8 passenger for the east. The
night operator suspected something
was wrong and sent word to Inquire
of the conductor at Maxwell City If
the young man had a ticket. Word
reached here that he bad a ticket,
properly stamped, to Strong City,
Kan. He was allowed to go to Raton,
where he was taken lr. charge by the
officers, and landed In the county Jail,
to awall the action of the court In his
case
The. young man Is said to belong to
a good family and In reality there Is
nothing bad in bim, but he bad become vcy homesick, and Monday afternoon lifted the ticket in bis desperate desire to get home.
B

NEW AGENT AT SAN BERNARDINO OLD RAILWAY MAN
A. F. Hunt, of Flagstaff, who is to

succeed Walter Young as Santa Fe
agent at San Bernardino, Is an old railroad man, and has been In the employ
of the Santa Fe for a number of years.
Some years ago, when General Superintendent I. I.. Hibbard was division
superintendent at Wlnslow, Arizona,
Mr. Hunt was his chief clerk and became well known among railroad men
Since
on that part of the system.
he has served as agent at Wins
low, Ask Fork, Williams and Flag- staff.

F. A. DELANO.
Delano, as slated some months ago,
became president of the Wabash at a
special meeting a few days ago, at
which Joe Ramsey, Jr., was ousted by
the Gould faction. He was president
of the Pittsburg terminals and first
vice president of the company. The
regular annual meeting of trie
bash, at which Ramsey hopes to se-- .
cure control of the road, Is scneduied
for today, October 10, at Toledo, Ohio.
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Missouri branch of the Burlington are
preparing for the South Dakota and
Wyoming sections, while the Rock
Island system is to exploit Oklahoma,
Texas and Kansas.
The object of the educational work
to be done is to Induce the small farmer and small rancher to settle along
the new lines of the companies already opened up or to be opened within the next six, months.
In the northwest this especially applies to the territory between Tierro
and the Black Hills: between Casper
and Lander; in the Cody and Big Horn
region and on the outskirts of the
Shoshone Indian reservation until that
is thrown open to settlement.
In the southwest it applies to the
new regions being rapidly Irrigated
throughout Texas and Kansas, and the
yet unsettled lands of Oklahoma. The
roads Interested are devoting most of
fhclr efforts to exifoltlng these new
lands In the settled po'tlons of the
middle west and throughout Pennsylvania and New York.

AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS, AUGUST 25, 1G05

LIABILITIES

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts,
Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate,

63,222.60

Banking House and Furniture,
United States Bonds, $ 323,000.00

.....

Cash and Exchange,

Total,

$ 285,030.28

--

-

-

200,000.00
2,170,928.21

33,500.00

1,663,015.50

1,310,015.50

Total,

$2,955,958.4

Depository of the

SANTA FE STILL OILING
ITS RIGHT OF WAY. SYMPOSIUM ON SPEED
The Santa Fe Is still hard at work
OF RAILWAY TRAINS
oiling Its rights of way in the various
Mrs. R. .1. Gibson, wife of Superin- districts, and tomorrow the outfit will
tendent Gibson of the Wlnslow di- be started to oiling the right of way
In answer to our question as to the
vision of the Santa Fe, left last night from El Toro towards San Diego. speed
of passenger trains, says Lesfor a visit In Ixs Angeles.
way,
southMany miles of right of
in
lie's, Weekly, the Hon. Martin F.
ern California, have already been oiled Knapp, chairman of the Interstate
H. S. Van Slyck, live stock agent
the Santa Fe expects to have much commerce commission, says that withof the Santa Fe, is transacting busi- but
moie of that work done within the in limits the whole question Is one of
ness in the city.
next couple of weeks, bo that when the conditions, and adds:

Clendennlng Is now officiating as
foreman at the Raton shops.
Kd

Capital and Profits,
Circulation,

$1,191,220.39
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$2,955,958.49
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rate
p. ra. kit phosed receive the Miac careful attestioa that Is lives to ads kraaght to alike.
will be no going back on the com- one line might be positively dangerpany's claim of having a really dust-les- s ous on another. The varying circumroad.
saddle
FOR SALE Cheap,
stances on different lines would seem
WANTED
pony; also good driving pony. 502
to preclude any rule of general appliiags.
Inquire
at
D
C
W
N
T
E
A
lean
SANTA FE OFFICIALS LOOK
South Second street.
cation."
The Citizen office.
FOR WATER AT CAJON.
FJU SALE A standard revolving
President Ripley of the Santa Fe
Superintendent James Kurn, of the
can led road, who recently caused a special WANTED Three painters, highest
A special train yesterday
show case, fine condition.- - Apply at
Rio Grande division, accompanied by
wages. C. A. Hudson.
1 10
Angeles
West tlold avenue.
his wife, returned yesterday from I.os General Manager A. O. Wells, General train to be run between
time, WANTED Roomers and Hoarders. FOR SALE: Two-rooand Chicago In
house on
Angeles, Cal., where Mrs. Kurn has Superintendent I. L. Hibbard, Division
Superintendent J. R. Hitchcock, Act- says that the only difference in a fast
417 West Silver avenue.
High street in Highlands; lots of,
been spending the summer.
ing Chief Engineer Morris, and Man train Is that the fast train Is com WANTED Girl to assist with cook
13. H.J
I'JOO.
trees, etc;
& Co.
ing and housework. 315 South Third
Dunbar
Arthur Bixler, nostler at the local ager of Oil Properties F. T. Perrls of posed of fewer cars than the slow
Pass, where train, and that having none of the dead
Brewery & Ice Co.
street. "
round house, is laying off for two the Santa Fe to Cajon
FOR SALE Good restaurant, comweight represented
by express and WANTED
city
worn
Cheap,
Man
if
weeks nursing an attack of rheuma- they spent some time In looking over
to
around
or
furnished.
plete
partly
r
A HOME INDUSTRY.
tism. He will go to Laguna and from the impiovcments being made to bet-t- mail cars of the slow trains between
home. Good position for responsible
sold at once. 120 West Silver avethe trackage facilities.
the engine and the passenger cars,
"A.," this office.
man.
there to the hot springs, in an effort
nue.
Auto.
No.
92.
Colo. Phone, Black, No. 93.
Phone,
They also spent some time In inves- the passengers on the shoiter train
to obtain lellef.
room girl CaTI FOR SALE: I, the undersigned, will
tigating as to developing a water sup- - are more liable to Injury in case of WANTED A dining 305
South First
at restaurant, No.
receive bids for the frame building
W. L. Essex, who ha9 been general ply there. All the water the company accident.
freight depot.
opKsite
street,
now occupied by S. Benjamin & Co.,
&
shops
at
Cajon,
Fe
from
uses
is
secured
now
Santa
the
Delaware
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at
foreman
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at
West Railroad avenue, which is to
hair
bring
their
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famcompany
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his
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with
time,
the
a
but
some
for
train
Hudson
other
rpad,
fast
Noiton
be taken away or torn down, as the
work to Mrs. II. K. Rutherford. All
ily, left the other morning for Nobles-vill- deavoring to develop its own water to a skyscraper, saying that the man
purchaser may choose, as it must be
kinds done to order. 113 Iron ave
Ind., in response to a telegram there, as it is needed badly, a large who falls from the top of such a build
off the lot where it nOw stands on or
nue
formgreater
being
for
of
used
injuries
no
critical
illness
amount
ing
water
there
than
of
the
receives
stating the
about January 1, 1906. J. L. La
wait
story,
woman,
engines.
Experienced
from
fifth
who
falls
the
the man
the
er's mother.
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Drlere, Architect, rooms 26 and 27,
house-worn- ,
chamber-worof
or
Air
Seabord
Barr
President
the
ress,
Barnett building, city.
Edward Wilder, treasurer of the REBATES UNDER NAME
care
M.
L.,
Address
line, says that high speed trains re
wants position.
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
OF DAMAGES PAID. ceive more care and better protection
Santa Fe railroad company, emphat'
Citizen.
LOST.
ically denies the report circulated on
passenger
and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
Fast
&
have,
Sulzberger
em
to
Schwarzschlld
than slow speed trains do, as all
Young
man wishes
Saturday night to the effect that he thsough their traffic manager, B. S. ployea are required to facilitate and WANTEDon ranch; fruit prererrea, LOST A sterling silver, gold plated,!
of the World.
board
nignt
Y.
N.
medal,
Athletic club
last
would resign immediately, on account Cusey, delivered another body blow protect the movement of high speed
Connections at Torrance, N. M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
state price of board by week and at the Casino. Return to this office
of ill health. In a statement to the to the railroads. Ordered by the court trains to the utmost.
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
A. E. B., this orace.
out.
distance
reward.
receive
and
press Mr. Wilder definitely states that in the cattle rates case to produce
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
G. M. Basford, editor of. the Amer
Gentlemen a Becond-hanhe has no idea of resigning.
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
the accounts of the company showing ican Engineer and Railroad Journal WANTED
clothing.
No. 515 South First street,
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Co
the amounts of rebates received from says that until our railroads have
south of viaduct. Send address and
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island tc Pacific railFour huge prairie schooners of the the railroads on their shipments of more uniform Installation of the Big
proprietor.
Sweeney,
R,
J.
call.
Organs,
will
on Furniture, Pianos,
Horses,
way, via Torrance, N. M.
old fashioned type that Is becoming dressed meat, packing house products, nailing system, as in England,
we
;
dressmaking,
on
Wagons
and other Chattel! also
Your business respectfully solicited.
more and more rare, ae the story of and live stock, Bince 1902, Mr. Cusey should not greatly Increase the speed WANTED First class
also cleaning and remodeling of la- SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REthe winning of the west is being de showed by these accountts that the of our trains.
W. IL ANDREWS.
8. B. GRIMSHAW,
avenue,
high
as
CEIPTS, as low ai $10.00 and
veloped, leached Las Vegas the othet railroads had paid them in fhe guise
dies clothes. At 113 Iron
And yet, asked why it is that the fa
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
day. The schooners bearing Sn. all of damages, an average of $2.50 on talities on English railways are so
three doors south of the Congrega as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
0
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
One
Time:
and strictly private.
twenty men, women apd children, are every car of dressed meat and $1 on much smaller than on American rail
tional church.
reyear
given.
Goods
one
A. L. GRIMSHAW.
J. P. LYNO,
from Russell county, Kan., and were every car of live stock shipped.
ways, President Newman of the New FOR RENT Nicely furnished flats month Into your possession. Our rates
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
main
Traveling Fit. and Pass. Aft
bound for the timber regions of Ariand rooms for housekeeping. Also
Attorneys for the defendant rail- York Central, said:
beus
aee
zona. Camp was pitched there for the roads were taken by surprise by the
flat with Diano. Apply Mrs. are reasonable. Call and
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.
I do not believe there la any such
night, and early the following morn-id- s order of the court, but they were in great disproportion in fatalities on
E. K. Norrls, east end of viaduct, fore borrowing.
COLOAN
THE HOUSEHOLD
the caravan continued on its way. no position to object. Meanwhile the roads In this country and In England
cor. Iron are. and John st.
tickets to and from all
Sre making considering the difference in condi WANTED At once, assistant manag Steamship parts
government
attorneys"
says:
J.
H.
of tne world.
The Tucumearl Times
neau- preparations to bring out still more tions. It is indeed, imposlble, to make
er for branch supply omce ana InvestRooms 3 and 4, Grant Bids.
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subject
salesmen.
for
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South315 West Railroad Ave.
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the traffic managers of the ison."
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Adextra.
$18 weekly. Commission
Open Evenings.
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western.
Work day and night. Bar in connection
His business Is to look after every ment of the Boston & Maine line was
Blmnk Book
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..
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experience
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W. T. McCREIQHT
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BETTER. THAN RICHES

at tho opening of tin; 152nd year at
Columbia rol.epe, President Nicholas Murray Hutler laid
special FtrcFS upon the Investigation that Is being made
Into the affairs of the three big life Insurance companies.
He nnld the American people are receiving some painful
lessons In practical ethics. They are, he declared, having
He gives small thought to raiment fine,
brought home to them the distinction between character
Nor asks where be shad sleep,
' and reputation.
For Providence, he doth opine,
beyears
prominently
The men who for
stood most
A special watch should keep
fore the public as the leaders In the Insurance world and
O'er him.' He hurries forth to speak,
commanded the respect of practically a.l men because of
Or writes both night and day,
their seeming Integrity, uprightness of character, their
No other pleasure does he seek
probity and their honor, have quickly fallen from that
He wants to have his say.
high estate and all of their riches cannot compensate
them for the fall.
Perchance the hearth is dark and still.
Like a white-ho- t
brand Is the seal of public condemPerchance his coat is thin;
nation on the man who has commanded the respect of his
Perchance the. larder fares but iil.
fellows. To the Insensate criminal, bearing on his gloomy ;
And coal forsakes the bin
brow the indellible stamp of despair, only prison wads
He still will scorn the marts where gain
possess the element of terror.
Directs the toller's way.
man the
But to the normal, Intelligent,
He smiles at hunger and at pain
respect or his fellows is as necessary m water to the soil,
For he must have his say.
as slunshine to the growing crop. The whispering tongues
of
of envy, the poisonous shafts of malice, and all
And if mankind should hear the word,
the Unged thoughts that perjurers can utter leave no
With feeling sointense
lasting trace on the soul of the upright man. He has
That earth to tumult would be stirred.
may
open
book
an
all
read.
his
life
like
lived
that
And deeds of violence.
When through lack of moral principle men who have
He'll
sit upon some burnt out pyre,
risen above their fellows lose the public respect and esAnd sigh without dismay
teem which they commanded before their guilty acts
"It Isn't quite what I desire,
were heralded to the four winds, there Is no compensaBut I have had my say!"
tion for them In the long category of knavery. Marble
palaces offer a cheerless retreat for a mind tortured by
the lash of pub.ic obloquy.
WILLFUL, PERSISTENT AND
In the final analysis the man whose career Is based
upon the question, Is It legal? carries in his heart that
PROTRACTED EFEORT TO STEAL
swift poison which blinds the vision and stunts the soul
and makes him a pariah in the marts of the world. DeFrom San Francisco Chronicle
tection may not deter, though it may finally destroy.
The Bible tells us a good name Is rather to be chosen
than great riches. Might it not be a good Idea to distriThe Southern Pacific company Is again at its old
bute a few Hiblos, with marked passages', among the in- tricks of grabbing the state lands along the Oakland watsurance men?
er front.. The first grab made by the corporation on the
western water front of the city was successfully carried
out by the construction of the broad gauge mole, over
James Parton said: "The newspaper press is the twenty years ago. It was followed later by the construcpeople's university. Haif the readers In Christendom read tion of the narrow gauge mbole, on the south side of the
south training wall at the entrance to Oakland harbor.
little else."
Thomas Jefferson said: "The basis of our govern- While the public was then conscious that state lands
ment being the opinion of the people, the very first object were being stolen in both cases, no complaint was made
should be to keep that right; and were it left to me to against either, because each of these moles abolished pile
decide whether we should have a government without trestling and incrwased the safety of transbay travel. Emnewspapers, or newspapers 'without a government, 1 boldened by these successes, the corporation attempted
thirteen years ago, by driving a line of piles along the
should not hesitate a moment to prefer the latter."
Cardinal GibboftH recently said: "The dread of ex- harbor line, to inclose the area lying between the north
posure in the public press keeps many a man sticking training wall of the harbor entrance and the broad gauge
380 acres of ntate lands lying out
close to the path of rectitude who otherwise would stray mole, embracing over
low-tidline, which has been decided
off into the byways of graft. The bright 'spot is the fact side the ordinary
supreme
be
by
the outward boundary of the
to
court
the
Corruption
cannot
exist
is
degradation
known.
made
that
property.
company's
Governor
Front
Oakland
Water
being
The
nowadays without
discovered after a whiie.
greater the evil, the greater the possibility of remedy. Pardee, then mayor of Oakland, prevented that grab by
And that possibility of remedy has now become Buch an employing a contractor to draw the piles under the cover
assured fact that it counterbalances, almost, the evil of the guns of a special posse. A few years ago another
which the present condition of money madness creates." attempt was made to gain possession of the Bame land by
But the truest of all sayings on this subject Is attri- running a bulkhead northward from the north training
buted to William Cullen Bryant: "The press Is good or wall to the end of the broad guage mole, with the view of
evil, according to the character of those who direct it. filling the tract behind it with dredgings from the bay
It Is a mill that grinds all that is put into its hopper. Fill That was stopped by the order of the United States en
to re.
the hopper with poisoned grain, and It will grind It to gineers. The bulkhead has, however, been allowednarrow
main, and the Southern Pacific company Is now
meal, but there is death in the bread."
Where personal gain Is the sole object of publication; Ing the gap by broadening the western end If the broad
where depraved intellectual and moral tastes are still gauge mole. It wiss soon be a simple operation to close
A
further vitiated by continual pandering; where truth, the gap and absorb the whole area of state propertyout
honor and Justice are recklessly sacrificed for temporary minor absorption of state lands is also being carried
success; where evil doing is condoned in the party sup- by the same corporation on the south shore of the estuported and i condemned only in the party opposed; ary, in the neighborhood of the drawbridges.
While this is going on the state is taking no steps to
where money is made acceptable by precept and
example, regardless of the tainted channels through protect its rights in the land. When it wakes up it will
which it may come where any or all of these evil pur- probably find the railroad company in possession of propposes and practices, together with others that might be erty worth millions of dollars, from which it may be Im
mentioned, preside at the fountain head of the publica- possible to oust it. The state should safeguard Its intertion and are exhibited in Its successive issues, then such ests, eltheiby creating an Oakland harbor commission
member of the press is a contageous putrifaction and a which will protect its rights on the eastern shore, or extend the Jurisdiction of the San Francisco harbor commis
curse to its community.
sion across the bay for the defense of its property against
'
the land grabber, or force the company to recognize the
tSILrlvY
state's ownership by paying a fair rental for the land.
A correspondent of the El Paso Times from Alamo-gordsays that a move is on foot by the friends of joint
it
statehood "to have a slice of Texas cut off, the El Paso
SOME STORIES WISE
end, and added to the new state to be made of New Mex
ico and Arizona. This gentleman claims that by such El
AND SOME OTHERWISE
Paso would be the capital, and because of its geographical
location both New Mexico and Arizona would readily com
art
promise the jointure question and in this way one of the
greatest stated In the Union would come Into existence.
Our informant states that the question has been quietly Talent v. Facet.
but intelligently agitating the minds of Joint statehood ad"It may surprise those familiar with the ways of
vocates for some time, and that the matter will come up managers," says Hartley Davis, in bis discussion of "The
at the proper time."
Players" in Everybody's Magazine for October, "to know
The friends of jointure are men of intelligence. .They that they are extremely particular about the personal apknow that not an inch of Texas territory can be taken pearance and characteristics of the players. Applicants
from that state without its consent, and that Texas would whose persona.lty is unknown to a manager are required
not surrender a foot of her domain for all the "greater to set forth their weight, height, coloring, and other deArizonas" which could be placed between El Paso and the tails, which are .badly entered in a book kept for that purNorth Pole. If any such talk as that Indicated has been pose.
It often happens that an individual's physical
whispered about, it doubtless has been by the "antis" characlerlstlces go a long way toward making him score
desirous of prejudicing Texas congressmen and senators a part. It was not Raymond Chase's previous experience,
against joint statehood.
although he has had a fair amount ot it, that gained his
opportunity to play 'Hub' Hicks, the freshman, in 'The
The one most potent obstacle to single statehood for College Widow," but the fact that he looked as if he might
Arizona is the fact, of the Mormon hierarchy dominating be Hub.1 "
the democratic party which is in the majority in Arizona
when in alliance with the Mormons and the like objection- He Had a Grievance.
able fact that the Mormons by turning over to the repub"It's an outrage," said the man, who, as he talked,
lican party can place that party iu power. Thus it wi.l hammered bis left hand with his right list. "A downbe seen that the Mormons are the dominating political right public outrage. That's what it Is!"
element iu Arizona. There is no escaping this fact. Do
"What are you talking about?" asked the auditor,
the people of Arizona wish to be governed by the Mor- who had Just woke up.
mons? This is the one sirong objection many people have
"This time and trouble and expense to which the
to single statehood. It is one of the strong objections government is go to to propogate young lobsters."
congress bus to single statehood for Aii.onu. Tucson
"Hut unless something is done, the lobster will be'
Star.
come extinct."
"Wed, the lobster ain't a national necessity is it?
Years ago Herbert Spencer, one of the greatest ot And fail lo see why we taxpayers should put our bauds
English thinkers, put his fiuger on the weakest spot iu into our puck'ts to minister to the avarice of restaurant
our educational system lack of character building. Pro- keepers and the luxurious appetites of chorus young wotesting against mere Intellectual education lie said "you men." Washington Star.
cannot et golden conduct from leaden instincts." Our
leading school men at the recent meeting of the National Sufficient Compensations.
backed up Spencer's criticism
A blushing maiden of the backwoods hail confided to
Education association
when iu a series of resolutions be depiored the lack of her "ma,w" that a certain wooer of the name of Hank had
moral teaching in our schools. They have realized that "popped" to her and that she hail agreed to "hitch up"
culture of the head to the exclusion of heart culture Is with him, whereupon her "maw" had knocked the ashes
vain.
HiKht feeling is more necessary than right Judg- from her pipe against the chimney-jamand had said:
ment. Confounding morality wilh sectarianism, the right"Hank ain't no great tu look at, Jinny, but when a
ful rejection of the latter from the public school curricuman is the rifle shot he is, an' when he owns two o" the
lum has resulted in the banefui neglect of the former.
best bull pups in this country an' cau lick any man of his
size wilh one hand tied behind him, an' kin jump higher,
The best opportunity ever afforded the farmers of run faster nor any other chap in these parts when he's
the went and southwet of studying the finest types of got an' kin do all that, a gal might look further an' do
pure bred cattle and horses will be at the American Roy- wtis than to splice up with him. I'm right glad you ain't
al Live Stock Show to be held at the Kansas City stock throwln' yourself away ou a poverty-strucnobody, hon
yards October 14. The leading herds of the beef breed ey.
Judge.
of cattltj iu the country will le represented.
Importers
and breeders of draft and coach hofseH will exhibit up- Accommodating Conductor.
wards of Hno bead of the cream of their studs. The disThe crew of a Cadiz branch railway train now holds
play of draft geldings in liarnesss will be an especially at- the record for nallantrv to the fair iu distress.
tractive feature, it will contain the show outfits of the
Miss Pearl Field, of Columbia, a niece of Al G. Field,
leading packers and brewers, Including the champion
the minstrel, left her pocket book at the Cadiz Junction
horse team of the St. Iouis World's Fair, liw rates
taiion today when on her way to visit Cadiz friends, and
have been made ly all raLroads.
did not discover her loss until the train had started. She
made known her loss to the conductor, and he stopped
"The Confessions of a Life Insurance Director; or, the train and ordered It back to the station, whre he and
How We Swiped the Swag," should be hound In calf and the trainmen searched for the missing pocket book, and,
presented to every policy holder in the country.
ou finding it, restored It to its owner.- - New York World.
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Edmund Holmrs Sickrls. the Mind
musician, who will appear at tho Elks'
ball rooms tonimruw nilit. The pro- -
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Some luxuries this life affords
Which few can understand;
His gold one person fiercely hoards,
Another seeks command.
Hut he who most, since earth began.
Has been beneath the sway
Of one Idea, Is the man
Who wants to have his say.

In his address
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THE BLIND MUSICIAN
THE AMBITION
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DERBY

Three Dollars is a very popular Hat price these days. It suits the average Man.
many Men pay this price for a Hat, ti.ey get all sorts of returns for their money

youboyur
EDMUND

HOLMES

SICKLES.

f.r,nm wi" lnc,,11, a olo by Leonard
.'.mei, me wnistlmg wonder.
nro.
gram was published In full The
In yesterday's Evening Citizen.

THE RAY RANCH

'I-IWB- S

You get the best Hat your, money can buy anywhere for the price.
come in Soft Hats and Derbies.

M. MANDEILIU

F,EE&and

SURROUNDINGS

Arthur Everltt ttio
passenger north this morning. Mr.
Everltt returned on Saturday from a
vacation of two weeks spent at the
vajr rnm ii on tne summit or the
o
mountains. The Uay ranch consists of three log houses and fifty
acres of fertile soil, 9,000 feet above
sea level. It is the propeity of A.
Ray, formerly of Isleta, and Mr. Ray
finds plenty to occupy himself in his
mountain home tending a large flock
of goats and a large number of dairy
cows, and tilling his farm land. Corn
fodder and vegetables of various kinds
make good crops without irrigation
on the Ray ranch. Mr. Everltt says
that deer and bear are found In the
forest lorderlng the Ray ranch.

The Happy Housewife

im-uinr-

Man-za.n-

TOO LATE

These splendid Hats

A PLACE

S

OF FASTIDIOUS

While
When

TO CLASSIFY

WANTED A woman
for general
housework.
Apply
to
Mrs. Dr.
Pearce, 717 West Railroad avenue.
s
WANTED A
at
once. Apply at No. 208 V4 West Gold
avenue.
first-clas-

cgat-niake-

FOUR GENERATIONS OF A
FAMILY DINE TOGETHER
Four generations sat down to dinner
a few days ago at Hotel Ozanne, says
the White Oaks Outlook. The party

consisted of Grandpa Tarbell, his
daughter, Mrs. M. C. McDonald, his
grand daughter Margie Roslington
and the young son of the latter. It
was rather a phenomenal crowd, considering extremes, and their appetites
and Jollity seems to have kept pace
with their years.

Is there anything better than

trade between friends?

Schilling's

.

Best makes

friends and trade.
Your grocer's; moneyback.
Pleasure to All.
No Pill is as pleasant and positive as
DeWltt's Little Early Risers.. These
Famous Little Pills are so mild and
effective that children, delicate ladles
and weak people enjoy their cleansing
effect, while strong people say they
are the best Utter pills sold. Sold by
all druggists.
A

THE CELEBRATED

Who take pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
eatisfaction to he had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

O. F. O.
WHISK E V
Bottled In Bond.

M. BERGER

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

West Copper Avenue.

114

"EMPRESS."

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KY.

BAIN AND OLD HICKORY WAGONS

MELINI & EAKIN
Sole Agents.

CARRIAGES, BUGGIES and
HARSPRING WAGONS,
NESS and SADDLES, at
MONET SAVING PRICES.
Everybody welcome tor look
through our three-floo- r

Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.

OCXXXXXXXXDCOCXDCxOClCXXXXX3P

O. DINSDALE

LIVER
STABLE

HIGHLAND

J.

KORBER

& CO.,

Albuquerque, N. M.
Corner 1st St. & Copper Ave.

Boarding Horses a Specialty

cxxxxyxyKxxxxxxxxxxxx)Oo
cocococicxxxxxxDcbooocxxx

HOUSE

O, F. PLATT,
The real cleaner and dyer. Ladies' and gentlemen's
fine
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
lace curtains, 'etc. 1411 North
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
266-2- .
Automatic 'phone, 675.
OCX3COCOCOCXX)CC)C)CICXXXDCXX

Installment Plan

The Albaqaerqoe Hatters
'
and Steam Cleaners
Hats cleaned and blocked In any style.
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
Corner of Thltd street and Gold avenue, in the car.
JEMEZ HOT

Carries

Easy Payments

FURNITURE,

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
ART SQUARES,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

STAGE LINE

SPRINGS

the United

BORRADA1LE & CO.

States mall;

only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;

rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
o
"Had dyspepsia or indigestion for B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.
years. No appetite, and what I did eat
distressed me terribly.
Burdock's
Blood Bitters cured me." J. H. WalM. DRAGOIE
ker, Sunbury, Ohio.
Dealers in
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
The German ladies will hold a coffee
klatch Wednesday afternoon, October Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat
11, at the home of Mrs. Keppeler, 922
300 North Broadway, Corner of WashSouth Edith street.
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

Time, Labor
and Money
The saving of time means comfort
The saving of tabor means ease. The
saving of money mesne eoenomy. All
these savings can best be attained by
installing a

ANNOUNCEMENT!

AMBULANCE

Miss Viola Kremer and Miss Agnes
Stillborn announces the opening of a For Moving the Sick or Injured.
studio in rooms
Barnett block.
Prompt Serlve Day or Night
Miss Kremer is a graduate of the
Michigan Conservatory of Music at
O. W. STRONG'S SONS
Detroit, Mich., and will teach voice
and piano. Miss Stillhorn Is a recent
Colo.
Phone, 75.
Automatic, 147
arrival from New York and will take
a limited number of pupils in drawing
and water colors. Studio hours from
Citizen want ads get the business.
9:30 to 12, i to 4:30.
Try one.
35-3- 6

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thirbetter than
any other. vYou are most cordially Invited to examine our new
d

line.

Prices In. Plain Figures $3Q and Up
at a fair valuation.

Old stoves taken
THE McBRAIN

FREE

ILIFE

INSURANCE
IUiy one of
I. astern

t

Addition, Highlands, by paying $10.00
And

if

you

a

CO.,

205

Gold

Ave.

A

(jykJ

and High Price Overcoats,
Sale Cheap, at
t

0
$
2

die before the lot is paid for we will make your
irs

FURNITURE

oooooeoooiOfOi
oooooc.oeoooi
Nice Line of Unredeemed Tailor- T
Made
for

those boautiUil 50 foot lots in tlie

Down, balance $1.00 per Week.
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ROSEN FIELD f the Pawnbroker
"THE
The Largest
118 RAILROAD

Pawn-Brokin-

MAN

g

YOU

CAN TRUST"

Establishment

AVENUE

In

the Southwest.
NEXT TO ST. ELMO

clear deed without further payments.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Building Supplies

Iinivestlmeinitt
D. K. B. SELLERS,

Manager
110 South Second Street

SCREEN DOORS

ll

Both Phones

Third and Marquette

The St. Elmo

nmi wmmu
'

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop
'

120 West Railroad Arenac

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

'

TUESDAY, OCT.

MURPHY

10,'

ALBUQUKUQUE

1905.

AND

ATTEMPT TO ESCAPE

JUGGLE STATEHOOD SENTIMENTS

THE
ITOCK

Chairman of Joint Statehood League Pins
road President to Truth in

PAGE FIVE.

MXLURE FOILED IN

GUILDERS

i

t

EVENING CITIZEN.

Rail-

Prisoner Charged With

PLOT

TIPPED

OFF

TO

said: "Why, you are fighting all the
A good nat tired hut spirited conversation teok place between Iesldent time; county Is against county and
faction against faction, Just as we are
Frank Murphy, of the Santa Fe, Phoe- in Arizona."
nix & Preseott Hallway company, and
Childers' reply to this was: "Your
suggestion defeats your argument.
W. B. Childers, chairman of the executive committee of the joint statehood How would It be possible for all these
league, at the Alvaradu yesterday, Just conflicting interests and fights to be
previous to the arrival of the special compromised and settled and the
delegation ranks closed up a few minutes after
the congressional
, with
aboard.
The gentlemen knew each the Joint statehood bill had been passother very well and after exchanging ed, upon the geographical line which
greetings,
personal
the matter of previously existed between Arizona
statehood naturally became the sub- and New Mexico?"
Mr. Murphy further said that he
ject of conversation.
Mr. Childers suggested to President was opposed to the Joint statehood
Murphy that he had been unfortunate-- ! proposition reaching a vote before the
ly quoted as having said at the conr people of Arizona and New Mexico
vention In Phoenix that the Joint and put it upon the pretext that it
statehood proposition must never be would be a waste of the money of the
permitted to come up to the people of government of the United States In
Arizona, and at once asked "why this paying for an election.
was necessary, why could not the peoTo this Childers replied that the op
ple of Arizona be allowed to express ponents of Joint statehood in Arizona
'Hhelr opinion at the polls?"
were unusually patriotic in rushing to
"Why, the the defense of the treasury of the
Mr. Murphy replied:
Joint statehood people In New Mexico United States.
seem to want to rape Arizona into a
Mr. Murphy further contended that
union."
the people of Arizona and New Mexico
Mr. Childers, referring to the rape could not be trusted to pass upon the
of "the Lock" and the rape of Lucre-tl- a proposition as to whether they would
and several other celebrated rapes accept Joint statehood and thereby
in literature, suggested that it was not have local self government; that he
true that they wanted to rape the mai- was afraid of the influences of ap
den, that it was more the case of an peals to their prejudice.
elopement It was the matter of the
To this Mr. Childers at once replied
wooing of a maiden by tfn ardent lov mat was utterly destructive of any
er, whose stern parents, represented conception of the right of the people
by Mr. Murphy and the corporations .to enjoy local self government or pass
of Arizona, had imprisoned in a room, upon their cwn we'farc.
with barred windows; but they pro- Mr. Murphy
practically admitted
posed to let the maiden have some-- (we cannot quote his exact language)
thing to say about her choice and If it that the interests o. the corporations
'Vwas necessary,
with the ardor of of Arizona were more Involved than
youthful lovers, they would use rope anything-- else and said we cannot af- ladders to enable her to escape and ford to accept a union with New Mrx- throw herself into the arms of her Ico on account of the effect Lhat such
lover.
a union would have upon these corThe discussion went on for some porate interests in Arizona and that
time. President Murphy insisted that these Ir.te s we-- afraid to fee th'j
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OUTING FLANNEL GARMENTS

Night Gowns - Under Skirta

1

- Dressing Sacquea -

Outing Flannel Night Gowns at
Reduced Prices for This Sale

Women's Outing Night
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made of best 0
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Flannel Petticoats for
Long Underskirts for
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Women's Outing Flannel Kimonas and Dressing Sacques
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SI,50foS2,25 Each
A
of Outing Flannel Night
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TO A STARVING PEOPLE

INDIA SIX
PRINCE AND PRINCESS OF WALES WILL GO IN A BOUDOIR BATTLE SHIP TO "JOLLY"
MONTHS IN THE LAND OF THE RAJAHS AT GREAT EXPENSE ROYAL LADY A POOR SAILOR, SO
A MANO'-WAIS UPHOLSTERED FOR HER.

CITIZEN

EVENING

TUESDAY, OCT.

TERRITORIAL TOPICS

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

AN OLD SETTLER AND
RANCHMAN DEAD
Frank Ivm l d at his home almve

BETWEEN
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'I whs an old settler
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d
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way Journey 11.
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every city of prominence In the de- lowing
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pendency. Two t.ains will he filled
with member of the party and a third RAINBOW TPOUT DIE IN
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COURSE OF DELIVERY.
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W,illlam
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At Calcutta, the capital of India, the
.ow trout from the govroyal travelers will mako the greatest of small rain' ar
tint paused here on
ernment fish
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lake, n ar Colmor. There were a
number asstied to Red River parties, but they had died when they
at Cimarron that evening. Mr.
"is to their future
Holmes
home sound and lively.
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Sleep Next to Armor.
tnml.:n, Oct. 10. At a cost of at
The officer' quarter on the warleast fl.nno.ooo to the Ilrlttsh taxpayship have been commandeered to make
ers, the Prlnre and Princess of Wales further
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India to ipend half a year tn having a
tnilv royal good time.
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pleasure by making strnuous effort
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the warship' huso rifles. The rifles
i
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THE PIGGOTS VISITING

RATON FRIENDS
Edward Plggott of Chicago, while ' n route to the Pacific
coast, stopped off in Raton to visit for
a few days with their friends, Judge
and Mrs. C. M. Bayne, Rays the ReMr. and Mrs.
porter.
On Monday
Bayne will accompany their guepts on
a few days' outing trip in the mountains and on their return they will
continue their trip to the coast.
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proposition. A. J. King still retains
general supervision of the S. M. Co., SEARCHING FOR ALLEGED
and E. M. Clark continues as auditor.
FABULOUSLY RICH MINES
These two gentlemen are fine business men and are familiar with the
S. M. Co. affaiis from start to finish. SUPPOSED TO BE LOCATED SOMEMr. Clark will spend most of his time
WHERE IN MARICOPA COUNTY,
at Dawson, and Mr. King's headquarARIZONA.
ters are in El Paso.
Undaunted by failures that have
PRECIPITATION THUS FAR
crowned his efforts during the past
IN OTERO COUNTY. twenty-siyears, Sam F. Webb left
Dry Land Farmer Dunn reports that Phoenix with George
Webb and J. D.
Januwith last Monday's rain, since
Milton to once more search for a fab16.24-10ary 1st, makes a total of
ulously rich gold ledge that he is conIndies. From this It will be easily vinced lies iu Maricopa county, in the
crops
have done vicinity of Arlington, says the Phoebe figuied out why
so remarkably well this year. There nix Enterprise.
are yet three months of tho year, and
While Welib was running cattle in
before January 1, ltdiG, we may get 1870, near Arlington, be took several
all sorts of rain. If farmers here- samples from a ledge he happened to
abouts would take advantage of the find during his horseback rides. Some
winter rains, and thoroughly prepare time later he had the samples assayed
their laud, next year's crop could be and
found one of them to run $1,280 in
made with but very littlo rain, pro- gold and $31.40 in silver.
viding the proper system of cultivaBelieving that he could at once retion is employed. Farming In this turn to where
the rich ledge was lo
country requires a system. Farming cated, Webb hturied
to stake out sev
in some of the rich states where rains eral claims ami arrange for developare plentiful do not require some ment work. He was disappointed to
scientific system by which to work find that the ledge was no longer
for a profit; in New Mexico, or dry re- there, or at least he could not find it.
gions, farming is a science.
In all the years since then Went)
never for once doubted that he
has
REV. WRIGHT HAS
would some day find the ledge, and
ARRIVED AT ALAMOGORDO
end in view 1is several
Rev. W. J. Wright, the new pastor with that
organized small parties that
at the Methodist Episcopal church, times
have gone in quest of the rich find,
south, for the coming year, arrived in only
to return to Phoenix empty
Alamogordo the latter part of last
week ir. time to fill the pulpit Sunday, handed.
Webb's confidence has never waversays the Advertiser. He was located
ed, and in speaking of the search up
at Gallup, N. M., last year. Mr. Wright on
he has started, he stated
conies highly recommended as a man thatwhich
expected this to be the last
and a minister. He was accompanied trip ithewill
be necessary to make, aa
by his family. Until a few years ago
prove the
Rev. Wright was a journeyman print- he feels certain that it will
one.
er and newspaper man, and has never successful
"I know there is a rich ledge where
lost interest In the profession. In the I found
the piece that was later samboom davs of Creede he was editor
pled,"
Webb. "It was not
and founder of the Creede Candle, a pieceremarked
of float, for I knocked the
which hail more than a local reputa- sample from
a ledge that at the time
tion and with which paper a number I thought I could return
to without
of Alamogordo people were more or trouble."
less familiar at the time.
Webb makes no secret of Just where
he thinks the ledge is Jocated, stating
CLANCE OR TWO AT
LIFE ON THE PECOS. that it is about six miles west of ArThe Episcopal ladles will serve a lington, being somewhere between Archicken voluvent and oyster patty sup- lington and Woolsey peak.. Others
per from 5:30 to 10 p. m., at the Price have looked for the same ledge, but
& Co. building on Tuesday and Wed- have never found it.
About a year ago, Webb and Tom
nesday, the 10th and 11th. Price, 85
cents. The Walker Kero air burner Farish went in search of the property,
spending several weeks In the low
will be used.
Major Willis, of the Salvation Army, hills. After what they thought to be
left last night for points south, after a thorough search they were obliged
inspecting the local post, especially as to return to Phoenix to announce that
to its Junior woik. He reports that they had not succeeded, and that the
Roswell has one of the best corps, ledge was still a hidden treasure.
It has been suggested that Webb
both as to Junior and general work, to
be found in the four states in this part that the assayer migfit have deceived
him, but this cannot be for he stood by
of the southwest.
Theodore Elliott, wife and daughter, while the assay was being made, the
of Wichita, Kan., Mrs. E. E. Ford and expeit having informed him before
son Robert, of Interlaken, N. Y., and beglnnlnig that it was poor rock, and
L. J, Bissell and mother of Kalama- would only run a small value in silver.
zoo, Mich., arrived last night and will The gold button that resulted amazed
be here a greater pait of the winter. them both.
There Is one reasonable explanation
They are incidentally prospecting for
for Webb's failure to relocate the
a permanent location.
ledge during all these years, which Is
that the Indians knew of his whereINDIAN BOYS AT SANTA FE
INDIAN SCHOOL SKIP OUT abouts and saw Webb take a sample.
Some time Saturday afternoon four After he left they covered it in such
of the Indian boys, who are pupils at a manner that it has remained hidden
the United States Indian training ever sines.
school in Santa Fe, having become tired of school life, took French leave
and departed for spots unknown.
Three of them were Navajoes and one
a l'apago.
The authorities
at the
school, as soon as the boys were
missed, secured the bloodhounds from
the penitentiary and endeavored to
find in which direction the runaways
had gone, in this, however, they were
Superintendent
unsuccessful,
and
Crundall, of the school, sent out two
men with teams and one on horseback, and also notified the police and
several special Indian agents to be on
the lookout. Nothing has been heard
from he fugitives yet, but Mr. Cran-da.- l
thinks it will be but a short time
until they will be apprehended. This
If you ars too f at it Is bscaus your food
is the first year at the school for all
strength.
of them and It is supposed that the turns to fat instead of muscle
you ars too lean the fat producing foods
confinement at their work was not to If
you sat ars not properly digested and
their liking and so they struck for that
stsimil&ted.
freedom.
Leen, thin, stringy people do not havs
enough Pepsin in the stomach, while fat
YOUTHFUL HORSE THIEVES
people have too much Pepsin nd Bt
LEAVE CAPITAN VICINITY
Two horses, each wearing saddles, enough Pncretine.
disappeared taut Saturday iiight from
the rack where thy were tlod at the
school house, says the t'npitan News,
it was at first thought that they had
broken loose, but this beliwf was dissipated when no trace of them could bo
found the next day coupled with the
further fact that two boys disappeared contains all ths digestive Juices that ars
tlie tame night. It was afterwards re- found in a healthy stomach, and in
ported that these boys and horses exactly those proportions necessary to
were seen ear.y Sunday morning, go- enable the stomach and digestive organs
to digest and assimilate all foods that may
ing through White Oaks.
Thnina- - Price, the elder, about 20 bs eaten. Kodol is not only a perfect
years old forged S. L. Hone's name digestant, but it is a reconstructive, tisto an order at Welch i Titsworth's sue building tonio as well. Kodol cures
Saturday night and bought some arti- Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach,
cles, among which were a pair of Heartburn, Palpitation cf the Heart and
Constipation.
You will like iL
boots, l.rMles and quirts. He was
by S. L. Bone's 12 year old
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C ASEMBNT BOUDOIR AND FAMINE STRICKEN INDIANS.
of provised bed rooms and dining rooms. efforts at entertaining of their tour.
famine stricken Indians to British The result has been to metamorphose All the hotel room in the city has
ithe grim fighting machine into a been taken. At Delhi, K0.00O Indian
rule.
troops, under Lord Kitchener, will con- The Princess of Waleg will take strange effeminate ocean ferry.
'duct a sham campaign of five days
Glittering Retinue.
with her more than 100 dresses, and
The Renown will sail from Ports-- ! for the benefit of their royal "nigh-- j
all of her magnificent Jewels, which
have been heavily Insured against loss. mouth. The Princess of Wales will noshes.
Amid Famine.
Join her husband aboard at Genoa,
Wants Easy Sailing.
The royal party will cross the ocean traveling thither overland to shorten! While the prince and his wife are
in India, they will be the direct cause:
on the battleship Renown. The rea- her sea Journey.
an expenditure of an average of
In the royal suite will be 123 per-'o- f
son la the proneness of the Princess
of Wales to seasickness. She declined sons generals, colonels, nobles and $5,0u0 a day In entertaining and travel
to spend a month on the water on an knights almost without end. Most of- lng. While they are thus reveling in
ordinary liner, and so, at great ex- them will have to go to India on ord- riches, there will be perhaps tT.Ouu.lMH)
people of India stricken by famine, for
pense, the Renown, which has been inary steamers.
indications point to this year being one
Through India by Rail.
built for steadiness in a rough sea,
The royal party will land at Bom- of the worst In India famine records.
lias been fitted up as a huge steel
yacht. In the admiral's quarters of bay on November 9, and will be re- The prince and princess are being
the vessel, upbolsteiers for the paet ceived In full state by the new viceroy, urged to abandon their route through
three months have padded and quilted Lord Minto, and probably by Lord and the Rajputna. district, where the famChe iron cells Into a series of boudoirs, Lady Curzon.
ine is expected to record 1,000 deaths

THE "RENOWN," A GUN

to stimulate the loyalty of millions

j

j

The prince and princess and their a week.

OFFICIAL

MATTERS

SOME ITEMS TAKEN FROM

OWNER VERY PROUD

Meeting of Irrigation Commission.
The territorial irrigation commisR. G . Bartholomew, the Tesuque sion met yesterday morning at 10 o'- horticulturist, spent yesterday in town clock at the Capitol in called session
after a few minutes of discussion
shipping fruit. W. H. Wise or Tesu-cu- e land
I
postponed the transaction of business
and he have been on a trip to until in the afternoon at 2 o'clock,
southern Santa Fe county and have j There were present A. L. Pratt, Carls- In&pected conditions in the Nambe and oaa, cnairman; Artnur seugman, SanPojoaque valleys. They found ranch ta Fe; Higlnio Chaves, Peralta, and J.
affairs in excellent shape and a third E. McCarty, Farmlngton, members;
cutting of alfalfa in progress. There Commissioner of Public Lands A. A.
will be large crops of onions and beans Keen,
secretary. Irrigation
In that section. At the Bouquet or- Engineer David M. White was also In
chard at Pojoaquft, they Ycmnd that ex- attendance. Owing to the large ampensive sales of good fiult had been ount of business to come before the
made during the season. From four board it will be in session all day to.apple trees there were gathered 410 day.
boxes of apples, the boxes averaging
50 pounds apiece. The apples on one IMPORTANT RATON REAL
tree averaged one and one-hal- f
pounds
ESTATE DEAL REPORTED.
la weight and were of excellent eating
M. R. Mendelson bought this week
quality. The honey crop this season twenty-threlots in block 5 in Willow
has also been quite satisfactory. The Springs addition, fiom W. C. Edwards.
fruit crop id pretty well shipped, only This includes all the vacant lots lying
very late peaches and winter apples between Blissvllle and the north side
remaining. Fiom the Bouquet orchard school.
three car loads of apples and other) Mr. Mendelson will build upon these
fruit have already been shipped and lots a few modern houses for resiCicero Wleiner estimates that he has dence places. They will be commodthree car loads of winter apples yet ious and with modern improvements,
to ship. The Bouquet orchard is one and will be leased
or rented. Thus
of the finest in the United' States. are the "needs" of Raton being fulThe first trees were set out by John filled and Raton citizens are answerBouquet, who came to New Mexico ing their own prayers for more houses
over forty years ago, and was a fine for the hund:ed or two families to ocgardener.
cupy who are awaiting places to live.
Mr. tynrtholemew says that he noike Brackett bold to M. R. Mendelticed much more land under cultiva- son the lot laying between Clark's
tion and in crops than heretofore and Restaurant and Loves' blacksmith shop
there nro still large areas of land open m t'oni avenue. Mr. Mendelson will
for irrigation and cultivation in the build on this property as soon
the
valleys of the Nam be, Pojjaquo and
at lease expires.
The building
lesuquo rivers.
will be of brick and at least two stor-lie- s
The fiu:t that over 2,0o0 pounds of
in height, and will cover
en- apples were taken from four trees in tire lot, and is planned to suit the
general
the Bouquet orchard, is, of eowr.-- re- business needs. Mr. Mi udelsou has a
markable, but there are in Santa Fe reputation
..i!:is
work
county and in the Santa Fe valley an d the flue fetore hi;substantial
'ouilt across
trees that can show almost as good .avenue from his recent purchase Is the
all
a record. On the Gould orchard at trie guarantee nro:l that a handsome
San Ildefonso, this year's entire apple structure will be erected.
crop on four acres wad sold on the
trees for S0O.
Mr. Ilartholemew
Full of Tragic Meaning
thinks that there Is lots of room In are these lines from J. II. Simmons, of
not hern Santa Ko county for a large Catey, la. Think what might have renumber of farmers and fruit growers sulted from his terrible cough if he
who are not afraid to work, and who had not taken the medicine about
will cultivate from ten to foity or which he writes:
"I had a feaiful
fiTty acres in fruits, vegetables and cough, which disturbed my night's
cereals. He is of the opinion that such rest. I tried everything, but nothing
men would not only make a good liv- would relieve it, until I
Dr
ing but put by much money, and In a King's New Discovery for took
Consump
tow years after nettling and as soon lion, Coughs and Colds, which comaa their orchards attain maturity they pletely cured me.' Instantly relieves
would bocoine will 'u do. New Mex- and permanently cures all throat and
ican.
lung diseases; prevents grip and
pneumonia. At all druggists; guarAN INTOXICATED MAN
anteed; 6uc and fl.OO. Trial bottle
SHOT IN THE SHOULDER free.
News reached here Tuesday even$5 TO $10 SAVED ON EVERY
ing that Louis Brown bad shot a man
TICKET.
by tbe name of Walker at Texline,
SEND FOR YOUR FOLKS NOW.
says the Clayton Enterprise. As reported to us, Walker, who has been PAULSEN, THE RAILROAD TICKET
cooking in Temple's restaurant at that BROKER, WILL GET THEM HERE
RAILROAD
WEST
place, was considerably intoxicated CHEAP. 114
and was handling a razor rather reck- AVENUE.
lessly in Phillips k Smith's saloon.
CLEANING CHIMNEYS AND
Brown procured a pisto, and exhibitSTOVES.
ing tame, requested Walker to put tho
Now Is
time to have your chimrazor up, and immediately the pistol neys and the
cleaned. All work
was discharged, the ball taking effect guaranteed, stoves
and at reasonable prices.
in Walker's suoulder. It is claimed by Address, A. B.
C, this office.
some that the pistol was discharged
mecidcntaily.
GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'8
I
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ITS UNEXCELLED NEWS SERVICE embraces the continuous report
of the Associated Press, with dispatches every hour; the general and
special service of the New York Herald; the Hearst transontlnental
leased wire service and special correspondence for THE STAR'S own
representatives in Washington, D. C.; Jefferson City, Mo.; Topeka,
Kas., and Guthrie, Ok., in addition to the large grist of news that
comes dally from several hundred other alert representatives.
ITS MARKET REPORTS AND COMMENTS have an authoritative
value that causes them to be telegraphed to all parts of the United
States the moment THE STAK comes from the press. No Western
man even Indirectly Interested lln the value of food products, stocks
and securities can afford to be without THE STAR'S daily record of
prices and conditions.
ITS SPECIAL FEATURES Include the Chaperon's column, in which
aie answered questions pertaining to beauty aids and social customs
and affairs, a department for inquirers on other subjects and a wloe
range of miscellaneous articles throwing side lights upon the world's
most interesting people and events these in addition to a vigorous
edltorlai page, absolutely Indepandent, politically, and a Sunday issue
that is full of live special matter and human Interest.

0
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APPLES TO MAKE

A dreadful combination, that of Friday and 13, but Globe Store customers will be less
fearful after making purchases on Friday, October 13, and for 13 days thereafter.

x
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reception rooms and sleeping rooms.

ALAMOGORDO LOSES VALU- ABLE BUSINESS INTEREST.
Headquarters of the Southwestern
Mercantile company nave been removed from Alamogordo to Dawson.
This change was made as a business

MFADOW CITY RECORD
Engine 1612 arrived from the north
last night and will he put In service
on the south end of this division.
Engine 1217, one of the big pas
senger haulers, is at home on this dl
vision again after being in the hole at
Albuquerque for a few days.
Engines 838 and 836 left Friday
night for Albuquerque, where they
will be put on easier grades than are
found on this division.
Engineer Lynch is laid up with a
bad mitt. He caught the extremity in
a reverse, lever and pinched it eo severely that blood poison set in, making an ugly wound.
Mrs. D. Soughlin and family arrived
in the city from Raton last night, and
are visiting Mrs. D. C. Lynch, wife of
Conductor Lynch. Mrs. Conghlin is
the wife of Trainmaster Coughlin of
Raton.
H. J. Bennett, for tbe past four
years foreman of the mechanical de- pal tment of the Santa Fe, h'as been
appointed general foreman of the
shops of the same road at Las Vegas,
and will leave for that city in about
a week to assume his duties. J. W,
Coker of Sommerville, Tex., on the
Gulf division of the Santa Fe, has ar
rived in Trinidad to relieve Mr. Ben
nett, who will remain a week to show
his successor the ropes of the office.
Mr. Coker comes very highly reconv
mended. Mr. Dennett made many
friends In Trinidad during his residence there, and while they will regret to see him leave will at the same
time rejoice that his new place means
a decided promotion. The salary of
the new position carries a good increase.
FISH FOR RANCH PONDS
IN THE LA LUZ CANYON.
The government supply of rainbow
trout and rock bass ariived Tuesday
for the fish ponds of W. S. Shepherd.
Mr. Shepherd has two ponds on his
La Luz canyon ranch, and these fish
were sent by "Uncle Sam" as stock
fish. George Carl has ft good start of
flhh in his ponds on his ranch near
the Shepherd place, and by and by
the market of El Paso may be supplied
with La Luz canyon fish.
Constipation causes headache, nausea, dizziness, languor , heart palpi
tation. Drastic physics gripe, sicken.
weaken the bowels and don't cure.
Doan's regulets act gently and cure
constipation.
25 cents,
Ask your
druggist.
Ths Pantatorium.
Clothes cleaned, pressed and dyed.
All clothes called for ami delivered.
2o6 West Silver avenue.
Auto phone
721.
O. D. Hoffman, proprietor.
Ion't let the baby suffer from eczema, sores or any Itching of the skin.
iHmn's Ointment gives instant relief,
cures quickly, perfectly safe for children. All druggists sell it.
See the window display of the Rio
Orande Woolen
Mills at the Globe
store, then ask for those $3.50 walking skirts.
"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
oettsr cook with safe gas.

Two

Dyspeptics

Kodol

Dyspepsia Cure

Ditfests

son.

warrant was issued for the apprehension of Price on the charge of forgery, and officers are in pursuit. Tbe
mitring l..rses came from Fort Stanton an.
re ridden by Martin Moore
and William Copeland, employes at the
fort.
A

I

,
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What You Eat

Rests the stomach, rebuilds ths
tissues and gives firm flesh.
Prop)" mlbTaWl 1m fcoitU kwlds 1

Umm m sMfc m tfc
trt,l, X Bt Has.

t
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For sale by aH druggists.
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THIRTEEN

PAPERS

EACH WEEK FOR 10c

The Kansas 'City Star was the first and is still the only newspaper
to deliver a complete morning paper, THE KANSAS CITY TIMES, to
its subscribers, without Increase in the subscription price.

DENVER
&

i

G R A MDE
RIO SYSTEM
"Scenic Line of the World' '
Shortest and qulcksst lln
from
Santa F to Denver, Puetri and Colorado Springs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
II lines oast and west. Time as quick
and rate as low a by other lines.
DININQ
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.

trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

On all through

matter
For Illustrated advertising
or Information, addrese or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

The Best
of Colorado

THE DINING
CAR SERVICE

(From the California Limited
Log

The Scenic Features, the Mining
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
the Manufactories, the Smelting Interests, the Choicest Agricultural
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
places, are a" along or reached
most conveniently from the

Colorado Southern
Railway
Many of the best parts of the state
can be reached by no other railway.
Are yo"i lnterestea in Colorado?
Send three cents In stamps for our
beautiful illustrated book, "Picturesque Colorado," to
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pass AgU
Denver, Colo,

Don't Borrow Trouble.
It is a bad habit to borrow anything,
but the worst thing you can possibly
borrow. Is trouble. When sick, sore,
heavy, weary, and worn-ou- t
by the
pains and poisons of dyspepsia, biliousness, Uright'i disease, and similar internal disorders, don't sit down and
brood over your symptoms, but fly for
relief to Klectric Hitters. Here you
will find sure and permanent forget-fulnes- s
of all your troubles, and your
body will not be burdened by a load of
debt disease. At all druggists. Price
60c. Ouatanteed.

lhvk)

It Is peculiar that all of us
should compliment the Harvey
System, and yet wo do. It's a
habit, and w can't help it I
am really ashamed to say anything further, but I can't abstain. The dining car service
on tbe California Limited it too
god to be true,

.

K.T.

W.

SANTA FE IS THE WAY
For AH Kinds of Piles.
To draw the fire out of a burn, heal a
cut without leaving a scar, or to cure
boils, sores, tetter, eczema and all
skin and scalp diseases, use DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve. A specific for
blind, bleeding, Itching and protruding
piles. Stops the pain Instantly and
cures permanently. Get the genuine.
Sold by all druggists.
Subscribe for The Citlien and get
.
the news.

TUESDAY, OCT.

ALBUQUKKOUE

10, 1905.

PP.ETTY TOUCXI

& CO.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

REAL ESTATE DEALERS
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EVENING OhTlZIiN

Automatic 'phono, 633. Office,
West Gold Avenue.

la

208V4

Wholesale Grocers

havo a blR alumni foot
THIRD
Oct. 14. Old tlmo playpromised
and near have
and pattlclpate. Answers
to Invitations have been received as
west as San Francisco and from New All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meata.
York In the east.
Steam Sausage Factory.
Al Herford. manager of Joe Oans,
EMIS KLEINWORT,
has offered a purse of $10.0(10 for a
common In young boys today.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
fii-finish
and
Jimmv
between tlans
AND
At ton or twelve the liking for group
Brltt.
games foot ball, basket ball, etc., Is
IrLE
A.
YSTEIf
I1. Q. Brown, a
well known New
developed. These games Involve orYork financier, is the latest acquisiINSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
ganization, submitting to the dominato the ranks of the horsemen.
tion
PUBLIC.
a
tion of leader.
Within the pnst few wcck9 he has Im- Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
The lioy who does not take to these
ported a string of seventeen noises
Automatic Telephone, 174.
group activities grows Into an Individ
from England, ten of which are yearlualist, becomes selfish, does not care.nii., .Monti, to roniiireii aa In ings. The older horses are all animals
(Prof. Goo. Ehler is supervisor of about the other fellow's Interests, and gymnastics; and there Is less danger of note on the English turf.
8moke the White Lily Cigar.
physical training In the public schools later has small regard for party, state ot R hurtful reaction
TEAmT
BASKET
BALL
enqof "Cleveland, where great progress has and country Interests. If he Is re-- j
,n the maJorily ot cnges, the
0
JOE RICHARDS- - CIGARS
been made In devising means to en. uired to submit his Individual
of a chlld ,8 Ralne(1 at tne ex
courage healthful games among cny ings to the Interest "of "the team
.
pense of his health; for schools tend
t7 1M M
113 12 W. Railroad Avenu.
school children. Port. Ehler's views something will be accomplished In his to repress and shut off activity. So
will be especial Interest to those who training that he will learn In no other simple a thing as penmanship
Is
have been contending that America Is way.
taught to a child, In a large proportion
PIONEER BAKERY
growing into a nation of Individualists.
The tendency at any age of the of cases, at the expense of the spinal
SIMON BALLING. Proprietor.
Editor.)
world Is to play at those things which column, so to speak. While it is true,
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
were the serious business of the race as between slant and vertical penmanThe Pioneer Machinery House el the West
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
"Oh, things hev changed about
In pievious ages.
Men used to be ship, that slant Is the most practical,
We desire patronage and we guarAnd everything is new;
righting, or preparing to fight, con- It Is also true that whenever investiantee first class baking.
8team, Electric and Hydraullo Engineering.- - Mine and Smelter SupI don't see how they dew it
stantly. These games develop the
gations 'nave been made by competent
plies. Enalnea. Boiler. HFATINn apparatus
Hut they dew."
207 S. First Street,
savage virtues heroism, cour- investigators.
Albuquerque.
about
It
found
that
is
Old Song.
Mills,
age, disdain of suffering. They must 50 per cent more cases of spinal curvMachinery, and Engineer'' and Machinist
Toole and Suppllea. Western agents fer The American Radiator Co. U
be willing to be knocked down, hurt ature occur In schools where slant penGeo.
Ehler.
By Prof.
or seriously Injured. It was by ex?Kciai vaiaioguea on Application,
The children of the city are for- perience of this kind in the days of manship is taught than in those that
PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES AND
teach
the
vertical.
0
have
Those
play.
that
getting how to
primitive man that these fundamental
BRUSHES.
1621-163- 9
to mental activity in
Seventeenth
DENVER,
Street,
COLORADO
the freedom of big yards and homes virtues were developed, and they find thisThedaystimulus
Foul
Line.
Leather, Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Is most intense.
In America,
must usually be "little ladies and their best expression In these days
Robes, Horse
Etc. Palgentlemen," and the rest play In the only In Individuals who rehearse piim-ltlv- where the strain Is such that it tends Gus Ruhlln blew Into New York the metto Roof Paint;Blankets,
lasts five years and
to the development of nervous discrowded streets, kept In bounds by the
experiences
In these play repro- eases, mere noes not oegin to lie xne other day with his eye out for a match stops leaks. Cah paid for Hides and
policeman. The result is about the duction of war and battle.
Kmifmnn
wlth Har,
r
appreciation of the value of a straight other of theSchrenek
same In both cases.
pretenders to the heavv Pelts.
'
game
right.
games
A
old
are
all
spine,
The
in
averting
V
If sufficient Inducement offer
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WEATHER INDICATIONS.

WEST RAlLROADAYE.Jt

Fair tonight; colder In south por
tion, with frost. Wednesday, fair and
warmer.

Quality

Fit

Style

Our Indies' Shoos arc noted for their pronounced style. You can
spot them at once in a crowd ly their graceful lines, perfect pattern and faultless finish.
They are made over correct lasts, and feel comfortable from the
time you first put them on till they are worn out. No breaking In required. At the same time, they keep their shape. Only the best mate: lal and most perfect workmanship that go Into our shoes can accomplish these results. Examine our new stock for fall and winter
and convince yourself.

2

$3.00, $3.50

Patent Kid Shoes
Vici

$2.50. $3.00, $3.50

Shoes

Kid

$1.65, $2.00, $2.25

Dongola Shoes

GETTING BREAKFAST
With food preparations from F. P.
Trotter's grocery Is thorough assurance that you are starting the day
right. This also holds good for all
other meals, as any article of food
purchased at our store can be absolutely depended upon for genuine excellence. We thoroughly test any
goods offered us, and retain In our
stock only those found good and
wholesome.

F. F. TROTTER
Nob. 118 and 120. South Second St.

i The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard

piano.

THE GENUINE CHECKERING-

But

-

The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor, is admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess...

...

THE WIIITSON MUSIC CO.
114 SOUTH SECOND OTREET.

Lumber,

Sas?; Doors'

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

oooooooooooooooooo
THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
THOUGHTS OF XMAS. BY NOV.
EMBER 1 THE RUSH FOR XMAS
WORK AT OUR STUDIO BECOMES
HARD TO HANDLE. IT IS TO DIVIDE
RUSH
THIS NOVEMBER
WITH THIS MONTH THAT WE
MAKE THE FOLLOWING
OFFER:
FROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
1 WE
WILL GIVE ONE 11x14 ENLARGED PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLATINUM CABINET FOLDER PHOTOS.
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AN
EXCELLENT
AFFORDS
CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY LITTLE
MOON & KELEHER, MAKCOST.
.
ERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.

0
0
Q

ANNOUNCEMENT

oo

IDIAMONDS

When brcght right are a good Investment. Our prices are right. We Invltt
you to CiU and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES.

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

ETC.

Mall orders receive special attention.
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

EVERITT

LEADING

JEWELER

iiMMiiro-,-

"The Man From Mexico," 1.4 the bill
at. tin? Ellis' open house tonight.
A. J. Sels, merchant at Isleta, has
In en apixiiiited ostmaster of the village.
There will lie a meet ins of the vestry at St. John's chTIreh at 7:30
tonight at the rectory.
last
Captain H. Ruppe returned
ninht from a short business trip to the
northern part of the territory.
Richard Campbell, of Columbus,
Ohio, la In the city, and will probably
remain heie In the future. He Is a
poster painter.
Strong arrived from
Miss Mabel
fnllfornln tills moraine and la the
guest of hr aunt, Mrs. V. W. Strong,
of West Railroad avenue.
Charles E. Ross, of Santa Fe, assistant territorial coal oil Inspector, was
In the city yesterday and today attending to ofl'icia! business.
Mrs. Anna Gray, a dressmaker, residing at 319 North Fifth street, is
at St. Joseph's hospital, where stie Is
recovering from an operation.
J. E. Mains, Roderick: Stover, Fred
Fisher and Herbert Brooks will leave
Saturday for the I'ocos country, where
they will hunt for a few days.
Harry Kelly and F. H. Pierce, wno
accompanied the congressional party
from Las Vegas to this city yesterday
afternoon, returned to the Meadow
City last night.
Richard Armstrong and Miss
Minis, both residents of Albuquer
que, were married yesterday by Jus
tice of the Peace Jose Miguel Chaves,
of Old Albuquerque.
The Guild meeting of St. John's
church, announced for Wednesday, Is
postponed until Thursday at 3 p. m.,
on account of the concert at the Elks'
ball rooms on Wednesday evening.
Rev. J. P. Moog, of Sablnal, passed
through the city this morning, en
route east. Mr. Moog Is taking a little vacation from his parish at Sablnal.
He will visit Oklahoma and be absent
from the teriltory a couple of weeks.
performance of the
The initial
George Samuels company, "A Deserted
Bride," was played tn a laie and well
pleased audit nee at Elks' theater last
night. The play was very clever and
well stated. "The M;in Fiom Mexico"
Is the bill for tonight.
Eugene Lyon manager of the lithographing supply department of the
Ault & Wiborg Ink company of Cincinnati, Ohio, Is in the city, coming in
from southern California this morning. His company has a big branch
house at Mexico City, and Mr. Lyon
will go south tonight.
Rev. J. M. Sollie, pastor of the Meth
odist church, south, of this city, left
this morning on a Journey of two
months' duration, which will carry
him through Alabama and other south
ern states. Rev. Sollie's mission la
to secure funds with which to build a
new church for the local congregation.
Dan Padilla and brother have taken
a lease on the Casino for the winter
months, and will give dances three
times a week Wednesday, Saturday
and Sunday evenings. The Padilla
boys will also conduct a skating rink
at the Casino, they having sent an or
der to Chicago for a number of pairs
of skates.
Dr. W. N. Macbeth, the well known
dentist, is at Faywood hot springs, re
ceiving benefit from the hot baths and
the eating of good meals. The doctor
has been under the weather for some
time, but he writes back to his city
friends that he hopes to return soon
feeling as well as he did when he was
doing stunts in wrestling matches
away back In Scotland many years
ago.
B. H. Hubbard, the southwestern
representative for Taylor & Williams,
of Louisville, Ky., the "Yellowstone"
dealers, has returned to the city from
southern California and western Arizona, whore he did a fine business for
his firm. He is calling on local customers today, and will leave either
this evening or tomorrow morning for
Denver and the Black Hills on business.
OreBte Bachechi. who has been In
Italy visiting relatives and friends for
the past few months, writes to The
Citizen to ''stop his paper," as he is
about ready to start for his Lome in
New Mexico.
Mr. Bachechi
writes
that he has had a fine time, but will
be glad when he reaches Albuquerque, where he Is a member of the
firm of Bachechi & GlomI, and doing
a tine business.
The St. Elmo stables, composed of
Stranger O, Halliua Morgan and

Young Hal, arrived this morning
from Kansas, and the swift pacers
were at om'"' taken out of the car and
Rtabled at t lie "Hed Ham" on West
Copper nveune. Owner Harnett and
Trainer I'nt were at the depot to
and they report the
meet the li"i-'anlina: I" pretty good condition, conlong travel from Kansidering
sas to this city.
the well known mining
C. T.
man of H unrrn. accompanied by his
wife, pa.M d th.ougli the city this
morning m his way to Washington.
At I.amv Mr. and Mrs. Brown were
joined liv t'nhmel Max Frost, editor
of the S.nila Fe New Mexican, and
wife. In Washington Mr. Brown and
Colonel Kt"st will attend the sessions
of the mi'ieine council of the thirty-thirdeu'i'e of Ancient and Accepted
Scottish i:iic of Free Masonry.
Acting Governor J. W. Haynolds,
who Bcc"Miiia.nied the congressional
party down from Santa !Te yesterday,
telling the administration's side of
the, statehood story, returned to the
s
Ancient City this morning. Mr.
is authority for the statement
that a M', ret poll of the statehood
vote Is bring taken in the territory
at present, and that outside of Albu
quoique, the large maOJrity will be
against the Jointure measure. xet,
the opposition to Jointure is afraid to
let It come to a vote.
J. A. Smith, an old mountaineer
and ranchman of the Jemez moun
tains, located at the forks between the
Sulphur and Jemez hot springs, and
Leonard Winhofer, another mountain
eer, are in the city. It Is understood
that Mr. Winhofer has sold out his
ranch in the mountains, for a good
round sum, and will leave In a few
days for Washington City, where he
will purchase a home and live like a
lord for the balance of his life. Mr.
Smith Is doing some shopping today.
He will return to the mountains to
morrow.
d
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GOOD FOR

PROSPECTS

WINNING

FOOTBALL

TEAM

CANDIDATES READY TO
REPORT FOR SCRIMMAGE WORK

MANY

ARRANGE
NEXT SATURDAY.
MAY

GAME

Question-wh- en

FOR
i

all the good features that
could be desired In a perfect clothing
store are added together
What Is the sum?

The meeting last night at the sporting goods estahlishmvit of F, J. Houston, called for the purpose of ascertaining whether or not the Albuquer-

que Athletic club would organize a
foot ball team this season, was attended by a number of the members
of last year's team and others Interested In the sport.
The meeting developed the fact that
were never brighter
the prospects
than at present for Albuquerque to be
represented by a winning eleven. Most
of the members of last year's eleven
aro still In the city, and there Is much
new material to pick from.
Among those who will probably
for scrimmage work In a few days
are MItchener, Hughes, Anderson,
Holman, Mitchell, Brown, Stamm,
Strumqulst, Myers, Hale,
Scottie,
Decker, Fluke, Clancy, Kunz and

Answer
COMPLETE STOCKS

te-po- rt

SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.

NEWEST GOODS
CORRECT STYLES
PERFECT STORE ORGANIZATION

EV-

LOWEST PRICES

Don't forget the concert at the Elks'
The
ball rooms tomorrow evening.
solo by M. IiConard Miller, the whistling wonder, will be worth more than
the pi ice of admission, which will be
fifty cents.

SIMON STERN

New Tailor Shop.
J. Morelll, the well known tailor
has reopened a tailor shop on North
First street, where he Is ready to
clean, press and repair ladles' and
gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
Patronage of former customers
A.

i

I

,

A RODEY

FRIEND
MAKES DIFFERENCE

li

WAS
THE
ENTITLED TO A MUCH BETTER
PRESS NOTICE.

SAYS

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

Belting,

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

WHITNEY COMPANY
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See the window display of the Rio
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
store, then ask for those $3.50 walking skirts.

IIS West

Ralroa

Now is the Time
Iiurners; Mountain Oak and Great Western Heaters.
plete line In the city,

John
Meal,
Home Base
The most com-

107

South Second St.

ical smoker. This is only one
of the many good things In our
stock of choice cigars. We mention a few others to show you
our values:
Don Florlo, 3 for
25c
Don Recardo, 2 for
25c
High Life
5o
Dependable, 5c Little Sultano, 6c
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SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

YOU WANT THE NEWS
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RETAIL,

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear
stroke.
For everybody who wants to make a clean-cu- t
different sizes and styles to select from. Try a Wlasj

AT LOWEST PRICES.

Two Bie Stores
t

o

HARDWARE

WIIOLiEKALiK

Ave.

0000000000

Proprietors

To get your Stove Work done before the rush. Quick
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection

between meals, any time, In
fact, one of our "La Plata Ea- have a delicious flavor, and are
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E. J. POST

VJ

We carry many

MEAL RANGES.

QUICK
QUICK

i

V

ZEIGER'S CAFE.

REPAIR 8HOP.
13
Stoves repaired and get up; furol
tu re set up and crated for shipment
Hear of Walton's drug store.
L. IL SHOEMAKER.

HOT BLAST HEATERS.
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MADE PICCALILLI
AND
SARATOGA CHIPS,
AT

If

Strrtt

North Fir

401-40- 3

11

good clear through, from end to
end. They please the most crit-

HOME

if
if

CHAS. F. MYERS.

The
PROTEK
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Flat Street J
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TU nntv Sfini OrAer Liin-l- l
Room in theCity. Fine Collet

The United States civil service
commission announces an examination on November 1, 1905, at Albuquerque and Las Vegas, New Mexico,
to secure eligibles from which to
make certification to fill a vacancy In
the position of railway mail clerk in
New Mexico, and similar vacancies as
they may occur in that territory. Age
limit 18 to 35 years on the date of exApplicants must be at
amination.
least 5 feet 6 Inches in height, and
weigh not less than 135 In ordinary
clothing. Applicants should at once
apply to the local secretary at either
of the above mentioned places for application form No. 304, and for further information.

1
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Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

civil service examinations;

1
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STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

Ro-de-

There is nothing for real home comfort like a pair of our Felt Slippers
for men and women. We have them
In red, green or brown, with felt or
leather soles, plain or fur trimmings.
Prices range from t!3c to 1 .50. t
May's shoe stow, 314 West Railroad
avenue.

PLUMBING

1
.

To Evening Citizen.
The Las Vegas Optic, In its account
of the banquet tendered the visiting
congressmen last Sunday night at the
Castenada did not give an impartial
resume of w hat took place. The office
holders took possession of the congressional train at Trinidad, and the
friends of Joint statehood would have
known nothing about it, had it not
been for the courtesy of Congressman
Tawney, who wired Mr. Hodey to
meet them at Raton, and the courtesy
of Mr. Luthrop, head of the local department of the Santa Fe railroad,
who Invited him to dine with and ac
company the party from Las Vegas to
Albuquerque. Mr. G. F. Albright also
met the party at Las Vegas, but was
forced to return by No. 7 and could
not accept the kind Invitation expended to him.
The Optic does not mention Mr.
save as merely being present. Mr.
Rodey, much to the chagrin of the
amis, was Invited to respond to a
toast by Mr. Tawney, and made what
is said to have been the speech of the
evening. Mr. Rodey came out fearlessly and emphatically in favor of
Jointurq and created a sensation among thy antis; it had more effect
iu what he said about things in
congress every congressman present
knew he told the truth. Judge Mills
in his talk did not say a word from
which it could be gathered which sort
of statehood-h- e
favored. Judge Waldo wua the only speaker who paid his
respects to the detractors of our people, but even he did not say a word
against jointure. Even the editor of
the Optic when welcoming the visitors to the Commercial Club, did not
indicate what sort of statehood he
was in favor of save in the most shadowy way.
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MEAL

QUICK MEAL
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Collar,
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which can be found only on
Overcoats, prevents the fashionable, snug
fitting collar from crocking the white linen
collar beneath it. Can you imagine an
improvement to overcoats that could be
any more welcome to wearers than this?
Stein-Bloc- h
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Agents for

Overcoats,
122 South

$12.50

Second Street E. L. WASHBURN CO.

to

$30

119 West
Gold Avenue
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Winchester

Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Coifs Revolvers and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse
Wind Mills, STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.

MLAi.

West Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque, New Mexico
0

